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Abstract 

Is the "body politic" of the British sovereign subverted, enhanced or affected in any way 

by the fact that its corresponding "body natural" is female'? Hundreds of images of Queen 

Victoria appeared in two popular British periodicals over two decades that roughly coincided 

with the period of marriage and motherhood preceding the death of Prince Albert and the 

Queen's subsequent withdrawal from the public eye. A comparison of royal imagery from two 

middle-class weeklies shows the extent to which the expanding economic power of the middle 

classes dictated the contents of their media, and how the "truths" constructed there were rarely 

fixed. Queen Victoria's femininity both restricted and extended the range of possible 

representations of royal power within the context of a constantly shifting cultural discourse on 

"woman," a discourse that provided the material and psychic contours of a middle-class 

ideology founded on definitions of "family". 

Taxonomies of the imagery in the Illustrated London News (IWV) and Punch show how 

royal imagery changed over the years to reflect both changes in the fortunes of the Royal Family 
1 

and in the wider socigl and historical context. Queen Victoria's femininity both restricted and 

extended the range of possible representations of royal power within the context of a constantly 

shifting cultural discourse on "woman." The icon of maternity worshipped in the ILN could be 

lambasted by Punch on the very same grounds of sovereignty and femininity, but a deeper 

analysis illuminates gender as the conceptual ground shared by these otherwise ideologically 

antithetical weeklies. Images of the Queen during the early years of her reign illustrate the 

centrality of gender to Victorian middle-class cultural hegemony, as well as the representational 

strategies that served to re-invigorate popular acceptance of an ailing British monarchy. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

Problems and Objectives 

Is the "body politic" of the British sovereign subverted, enhanced, or affected in any way 

by the fact that its corresponding "body natural" is female?' This question can only be 

answerecl by mounting an historically specific inquiry into cultural expressions of royal power.2 

This thesis undertakes a feminist analysis of images of Queen Victoria which appeared between 

184 1 and 186 1 in two popular British middle-class periodicals-the Illustrated London News 

and Punch. Their respective inaugural publication dates of 1841 and 1842 roughly coincide 

with the period of marriage and motherhood that preceded the death of Prince Albert in 186 1 

and Victoria's subsequent withdrawal from the public eye. A concentration on images that 

circulated in the homes of the middle classes shows the extent to which the expanding economic 

power of this nebulous group would have dictated the contents of periodicals purchased chiefly 

for pleasure, and that even within a cultural discourse produced by and for this readership, 

"truths" were rarely fixed. The irreverence of Punch often served to destabilize the "reality" 

presented so confidently and normatively in the more conservative pages of the ILJV. 

At issue are representations of the sexual, procreative body of the young Queen Victoria 

and the means by which her imagery was constructed and negotiated within the context of 

contemporary gender codes. This representational emphasis on the Queen's gender played a 

role in the stability of the English Crown during a time of political and economic upheaval and 

For an extensive analysis of the two bodies of the sovereign, see Ernst Kantorowicz, The King's Two Bodies: A 
Study in Mediaeval Political Theology (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1957). 

2 ~ w o  analyses of images of Elizabeth I have illuminated a repfesentational reliance on an older tradition of 
Peprchan chivalry and shown that signs of chasti and conmed female sexuality were central to that monarch's 
claun to absolute power. See Phthppa Berry, 0 C ? asti and Power: Elizabethan Literature and the Unmarried 
Queen (London and New York: Routledge, 19$9): and,%lhabeth Pomeroy, Reading the Portraits of Queen 
Elizabeth I (Hamden, Conn.: Archon Books, 1989). 



contributed to the transformation of the British monarchy, a pre-industrial locus of sovereign 

power that came to perform an increasingly symbolic function as it relinquished reluctantly its 

political voice. Queen Victoria's femininity both restricted and extended the range of possible 

representations of royal power within the context of a constantly shifting cultural discourse on 

"woman." 

Literature Review and Epistemological Considerations 

Beyond the countless descriptive efforts that line the walls of modern libraries and 

bookstores, few writers have submitted the role of the monarchy in nineteenth-century British 

history to critical scrutiny.3 One exception is David Cannadine's study of the concerted 

attempts by diverse interested parties to establish and promote the monarchy's symbolic 

function as its real political power continued to dwindle.4 Cannadine historicizes the institution 

of the British monarchy, but does not take into account the significance of gender in the 

Victorian "re-invention of tradition," and thereby underestimates the ideological power of the 

Throne. Dorothy Thompson addresses this issue directly, arguing that the Queen's gender 

played a critical role in the stability of the British power structure throughout an era of political 

and social turbulence.5 Thompson succeeds in illuminating Victoria's rule by contextualizing 

its initial success in terms of both a traditional sympathy for female royalty and a backlash 

3 ~ i o  raphies of the Queen, her family and members of the Court abound. For some of the most recent see Monica f Char ot, Victoria: The Young ueen (Oxford and Carnbrid e: Basil Blackwell, 1991); Giles St. Aub n, Queen 
Victoria: A Portrait (London: % inclair-Stevenson, 1991); &nley Weintraub, Victoria: An Intimate J iography 

f? ew York: E.P. Dutton, 1967); and, Elizabeth Longford, Queen Victoria: Bprn to Succeed (New York; Evanston: 
arper and Row, 1964). These are laudatory efforts, but one notable and entuely more acerbic exception is Lytton 

Strachey's ueen Victoria (New York: Blue Ribbon Boob, 1921). Although it is difficult to be clear on the actual P numbers o extant biographical accounts of the Queen, an educated guess would be that well over one hundred have 
been published since her coronation. 

David Cannadine, "The Context, Performance and Meaning of Ritual: The British Monarch and the 'Invention 
of Tradition'," in E. Hobsbawm's and T. Ran er's, (eds), The Invention of Tradition (Cambri d' ge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1983), p . 101-164. For otter critical works on the institution of monarch , see Geoffrey Dennis, 
Coronation Commenta h e w  York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1937); Ilse Hayden, Symbol and Yrivilege: The Ritual 
Context of ~ r i t i sh  ~ o ~ a 7 ~  (Tucson: Universr of Anzona Press, 1987); and,Tom N m ,  The Enchanted Glass: 
Britain and its Monarchy (London: Ra&us, 1 $ 88); 

Thompson, Queen Victoria, Introduction. 



against the questionable morality of her male predecessors, although she tends to give much 

shorter shrift to the historical construction of gender. That is, even as she exposes a widespread 

political rhetoric founded on the sex of the Queen, she most often equates "femaleness" with 

gender, a slip of language in which gender is assumed to be derivative of natural and trans- 

historical sex differences. 

Thompson's essentialist use of the term "gender" assumes that the experience of 

femininity could be the same for the nineteenth-century Victoria as it was for the sixteenth- 

century Elizabeth, and that the monarch's life reflected the experiential reality of all nineteenth- 

century women. "Gender" in Thompson's text relies on the concept of experiential difference 

that assumes pre-existing social definitions of masculinity and femininity.6 This makes it . 
possible for her to position this particular female monarch in a long line of sovereign women, 

focusing on their sex while skirting the issue of historical specificity. Seen in this light, the 

meaning of Victoria's reign as a female sovereign remains relatively unproblematic in that 

Thompson does not consider the impact that Victoria, in her seemingly contradictory roles as 

woman and sovereign, may have had in the articulation of the "separate spheres" ideology so 

central to the Victorian middle-class consciousness. Especially in the early years of her reign, 

images of the Queen served to reinforce both the stereotype of the "angel in the house" as well 

as attributions of moral power to middle-class women within the private sphere. 

Even in 1841, near the beginning of Queen Victoria's reign, domestic representations of 

the monarchy were not new. George 111 was the first British monarch to combine parade and 

pageantry with a good show of domestic bliss and responsibility. This generation of royal 

imagery appeared at a time when new technologies and distribution channels made possible 

Michhle Barret outlines three basic concepts of sexual difference-experiential difference, positional difference in 
discourse, and sexual difference as s choanalysis accounts for it-in her essay, "The Concept of Difference," 
Feminist Review 26 (Summer 19875: Lisa Tickner develo s these three concepts from a femmist art historical 
context in her essay, "Feminism. Art History, and Sexual gifference," Genders , vol. 3, Nov. 1988, pp. 92-129. 



their mass-dissemination.7 The influence of women readers contributed to the emergence of 

images of the monarchy as the Royal Family, for, as Linda Colley argues, "a general rise in 

female politicization in this period also contributed to the remarkable investment in his reign."8 

This supports Thompson's assessment of Britons' disgust for George 111's male heirs. Their 

philandering and lack of thrift marked a throwback to the days of absolute royal power and 

dereliction of marital duty to their legitimate wives and children. Simon Schama has remarked 

that "in so far as the survival of monarchy into the twentieth century has depended on its success 

at embodying a patriotic mystique, it came to be important that the institution should be seen to 

be the family of families, at once dynastic and domestic, remote and accessible, magic and 

11 

The theme of domesticity recurs frequently in representations of Queen Victoria, a fact 

which calls into question Thompson's assertion that her success as a monarch depended largely 

on her association in the minds of her subjects with the great, powerful, and autonomous 

queens, Elizabeth and Boadicaea.lo Rather it seems that images of the Queen functioned to 

disassociate her entirely from those symbols of absolute monarch and warrior queen. The ILN 

would continue to present Elizabeth I as Victoria's historical antithesis over the years. For one 

thing, the Macauleyan view of English history-a national past that began in 1688 with 

establishment of a constitutional monarchy-held enormous sway in 185 1. Macauley 's distaste 

for the absolute power of the Tudors had been heavily influenced by Walter Scott's portrayal of 

Queen Elizabeth I in his historical novel Kenilworth (1 821). In the young Disraeli's political 

See Patricia Anderson, The Printed Image and the Transformation of Popular Culture, 1790-1860 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1991), p. 17: "In the !ate eighteenth century Thomas Bewicks opulyization of the process of 
wood-engraving, to ether with early nmteenth-century advances m mechanlze8pnntmg, made dlustrauon 
increasingly availab 7 e to a widening public." 

* Linda CoUey, "The Apotheosis of George 111: Loyalty, Royalty, and the British Nation," Past and Present , vol. 
102 (1984), pp. 94-129, p. 125. 

9~imon Schama, "The Domestication of Majesty: Ro al Famil Portraiture, 1500-1850," Journal of 
interdisciplinary History, vol. 24, no. 1 (Summer l9$k), pp. 1&-183, p. 161. 

1•‹~orothy Thompson, Queen Victoria: Gender and Power (London: Virago, 1990), p. xix. 



novel Sybil (1845), Queen Victoria's accession to the throne was characterized as "[plurity and 

youth break[ing] like morning the intrigue and the violence of the past."ll To Victorians, Queen 

Elizabeth's reign would have exemplified these latter qualities. Seen by Victorians as somehow 

inhuman and certainly morally suspect, her chaste and autonomous body tended to be 

characterized not as a source of divine power but rather as evidence of her sterility and lack of 

femininity. The femininity so admired in the young Queen Victoria had little to do with the 

feminine attributes most prized in the Elizabethan context. The Victorians preferred to read 

about the more appealing, more human, and more recognizably.womanly historical characters of 

Mary, Queen of Scots and Lady Jane Grey.12 

The mutability of gender roles demands that we dispense with essentialist notions of 

femihnity and masculinity and look at how these categories of experience are being debated and 

negotiated within specific historical contexts. While I do not discount the lived experience of 

gender roles, I follow Lisa Tickner in an interdisciplinary approach to history that posits a post- 

structuralist conceptualization of gender-that of positional difference: 

Positional difference is opposed to the concept of human subjectivity and the 
realist epistemology on which experiential difference is based. It assumes that 
gender is fixed in part by representations; that gender is, among other things, a 
semiotic category. Cultural practices come to be understood as producing 
femininities - "woman" becomes a relational term in a system of difference - 
rather than as reflecting biological or social femininities produced elsewhere. 
Patriarchy ceases to refer to the static, oppressive domination by one sex over 
another and is analyzed as a web of psycho-social relationships which institute a 
socially significant difference on the axis of sex which is so deeply located in our 
very sense of lived, sexual identity that it appears to us as natural and 
unalterable. 13 

l1 Quoted in Leon& Ormond, '"'The acious times of great Elizabeth; The Victorian Vision of the 
Elizabethans,"Victorian Poetry, Vol. 5, no.3-4, 1987, pp. 29-34, p. 29. The information on Macauley is also 
taken from this artlcle. 

I 

l2 ibid., . 31. When appearing in the guise of historical monarchs at costume balls, Queen Victoria and Prince 
Albert dose always to assume the identity of myal couples whose marriages were remembered for their 
resemblance to more plebeian unions founded on heterosexual love rather than the amalgamation of political power. 
See Schama, p. 183. 

l 3  Tickner, "Feminism, Art History, and Sexual Difference," p. 106. 

5 



If we accept the notion of genderlfemininity as one of positional difference-that is, as the ever- 

shifting construction of a category in a differential relationship to masculinity-then an analysis 

of images of Queen Victoria becomes critical to an understanding of how, and to what effect, 

these representations contributed both to the popular support of the monarchy and to changing 

and unstable definitions of femininity. This study focuses on the extent to which the popular 

success of her reign depended on an elasticity of gender definitions by which the press framed 

its reports and representations of monarchy. 

The Primary Sources 

The mid-nineteenth century witnessed cultural as well as industrial expansion, and a . 
particularly lasting innovation, the mass-printed image, appealed in its ability to reach large 

numbers of people from diverse backgrounds and geographical locations at regular intervals. 

With the advent of illustrated newspapers, never before had so many people had access to so 

many shared images and ideas.14 Two publications in particular-Punch and the Illustrated 

London News-stand out in this era. They were the first illustrated weeklies to be successfully 

aimed at the middle-classes and they both inspired numerous attempts to emulate that success. 

Although their audiences overlapped, each took vastly different approaches to monarchy. We 

shall see, however, that their ideological differences evaporate at the more basic conceptual 

level of gender. Images from their first twenty-year runs serve as the primary documents of this 

thesis, insofar as an overview of a relatively lengthy time period better captures how these 

periodicals represented the Queen to a growing middle-class readership within a changing social 

context. 

l f ~ h e  success of the illustrated perioQic+ was fnst established with Penny Ma azine (1832-1845) a publication 
~ m e d  at the working classes with ciwhnn racoces in mind. As Patricia h e r s o n  has ointed out, this was an 
affordable form of entertainment that coul%l!e enjo ed by the leamed and the illiterate. her recent book, The 
Printed lrnage and the Transformation of Popular &/ture, 1790-1860 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991). 



Both Punch and the ILN enjoyed high circulation figures in relation to their competitors 

and served as models for entrepreneurs attempting to profit by the ever-expanding market for 

illustrated and humorous magazines.15 Furthermore, both sought to satisfy and to direct the 

expectations and desires of a middle class that was willing to spend money in exchange for the 

pleasure of looking and laughing at the topicalities of the day. Each periodical in its own way 

occupied the journalistic and political vacuum that lay between the "respectable" press of the 

Morning Chronicle and the Edinburgh Review, and the cheaper working-class magazines.16 

According to Richard Altick, 

[tlhe proliferation of newspapers in Victorian days bonded readers, now a mass 
rather than a small select audience, by providing them with a common base of 
information, a shared vocabulary centering on topicalities that novelists, among . other writers, could rely on as they chose their allusions .... They responded most 
readily, spontaneously, and knowledgeably to intimations of the present moment. 
Indeed, it was exclusive concentration on topics of the day that made Punch and 
the Illustrated London News, whose first issues appeared within a year of each 
other (17 July 1841 and 14 May 1842), the most characteristic periodicals of 
their time.17 

Beyond this sharing of a discursive "middle-ground," however, these publications took vastly 

different approaches. The ILN tended to present itself as a gallery of represented visual truth, 

taking a sober moral tone and refraining from any critique of the early Victorian social relations 

that privileged the few at the expense of the many. Punch, on the other hand, poked fun at 

upper-class Victorian pomposity and pretentiousness. On the subject of the monarchy, the ILN 

portrayed the Royal Family in ways that featured sovereignty in the foreground while blurring 

class lines and rendering gender divisions as unproblematic and natural. Punch sought to 

provide a humorous corrective to its more staid competitor, aiming its irreverence at the 

15~or more specific data on circulation figures and prices, see chapter 2 of this thesis. 

16~or  an investi ation of the discursive power relations of the working-class illustrated penny press see Patricia - Anderson, The hinted lmoge and the Transformotion of Popular Culture. 

1 7 ~ i c h a d  Altick, The Presence of the Present: Topics of the Day in the Victorian Novel (Columbus: Ohio Sbte 
University Press, 1991), p. 21. 



eccentricities of an archaic, redundant monarchy in which "natural" gender roles were turned 

upside down. 

These periodicals should not be accepted as mirror reflections of mainstream Victorian 

consciousness and experience, nor as coercive organs of class propaganda. A much more 

complex process was in motion, as James Mill noted as early as 1824: 

Periodical literature depends upon immediate success. It must, therefore, 
patronise the opinions which are now in vogue, the opinions of those who are 
now in power. It will obtain applause, and will receive reward, in proportion as 
it is successful in finding plausible reasons for the maintenance of the favourite 
opinions of the powerful classes and plausible reasons for the discountenance 
and rejection of the opinions which tend to rescue the interests of the greater 
number from the subjection under which they must lie to the interests of the 
smaller number.18 

Millawas not speaking of the radical press or the uncontrolled distribution of broadsheet 

literature in this early deconstruction of the power relations hidden in the "signs" and language 

of "respectable" periodical discourse.19 This is not to say that the voices of "the many" were 

not heard, for it was in the nature of the medium to provide a mechanism in which "ideological 

hegemony [was] ... sustained by a kind of repressive tolerance, by means of which gaps are left 

for oppositional voices and oppositional discourse."20 Mill's critique of the nineteenth-century 

periodical press is echoed in this century by Antonio Gramsci's notion of cultural hegemony.21 

Social and cultural dominance depends on a group's ability to articulate ruling definitions of the 

"natural" to distinguish itself from other classes, and then to create a basis of consensus among 

itself and competing groups. 

18~'unes Mill, "Periodical Literature," Westminster Review , 1824, vol. 1 , p. 209. 

191t could be argued, however, that even in the Gversity of radical discourse the interests of: the many (women 
workers, children, and those unskilled or otherwtse margmahzed male labouren) were sublmated to those of the 
powerful few (white working men with their own interests to protect). 

. 2 0 ~  n Pyckett, "Reading the Periodical Press: Text and Context," Victorian Periodicals Review, vol. 22, no. 3,  (Fall 
19861, p. 106. 

21~ntonio Gramsci, Selections rom the Prison Notebooks, Quintin Hoare and Geoffrey Nowell Smith [ed. & tr.], 
(London, 1971; reprinted, 198d. 



Punch and the ILN should be seen as important sites of nineteenth-century consensus- 

building, as cultural spaces in which England's dominant social classes negotiated the terms and 

conditions of reality and "common-sense."22 They should be seen, and I am following Foucault 

here, as one aspect of a dispersed apparatus of modern social control that functions not through 

physical force or conspiracy by elite groups but through the dominant discourse of an age.2"n 

the nineteenth-century, the press acted as a mass-conduit for the many competing notions about 

gender, race, and class that were being worked out elsewhere in the seemingly unrelated 

discourses of popular fiction, "high" literature, and the pure and human sciences.24 One effect 

of each of these cultural forms was to shape the foundations of human identity according to 

middle-class definitions of gender-these in turn could be used as a measure of the relative 

deviance of other classes and races of people. 

In the mid-nineteenth century, the reduction of taxes on paper and newspaper stamps, the 

repeal of the window tax (admitting more light for longer in homes not yet supplied with 

electricity), wider access to literacy by women and the lower classes, access to roads and 

railroads, and the invention of the telegraph and mechanized printing presses shaped the content 

and availability of new cultural forms like the illustrated press.25 For the fust time, the middle- 

class could gain access to a form of entertainment and commentary that had been reserved for 

the well-born, and the power of the penny dictated that, to a certain extent, the contents of these 

more expensive periodicals address themselves to a new set of expectations, concerns, and 

desires. Queen Victoria, as icon of British power and femininity, provided the press with a 

22~or the ideolo ical role of such cultural artefacts as Punch and the ILN, see Hayden White, Tropics of Discourse 
(Baltimore: h onion: John Hopkins University Press, 1978), pp. 3 4 .  

23Michel Foucault, History of Sexuality: Vol. I (New York: Vintage Books, 1980) Introduction, passim. 

24~or a tight1 -argued account of the relationshi between nineteenth-cen fiction and the emerging human 
sciences see tie introduction i": Anita Lev ,0 t fer  Women: The Writing of lass. Race, and Gender. 1832-1898 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 19 4 1). 

T 
"see Richard Altick's The English C o m m n  Reader: A Social History of the Mass Reading Public 1800-1900 
(Chicago; London: Universit of Chicago Press, 1957) for an overview of the complex politics and structural 
aspects of the rise of the pb&hing industry m runeleenth-century England. 



highly charismatic figure in which the interests of the newly-powerful middle-classes were 

reinforced by the symbolic power of dynastic sovereignty. 

These publications will be treated as primary documents suited to readings that link the 

images and their accompanying texts to the cultural milieu in which they participated and by 

which they were in turn constructed. Other contemporary sources will be referred to in order to 

show how these images of the Queen were presented to an audience that would have been 

conscious of and participated in a widespread debate on the pressing and conflictual question of 

gender. Representations of Victoria were part of a larger cultural project of the transformation 

of the monarchy and, in turn, the reading public's perception of royalty. These early illustrated 

periodicals brought the spectacle of royalty into the homes of British subjects, showing a 
1. 

growing middle-class readership what they could expect from, and how they should respond to, 

the real and representational presence of their Queen. 

Methodologies: 

The thesis develops three levels of analysis. In the next chapter I identify and compare 

taxonomies of the imagery appearing in the ILN and Punch. An overview of the changes, 

patterns and anomalies in images of Queen Victoria during this period shows the emphasis on 

maternity and familial ties that provided both the press and the monarchy with a particularly 

utile and flexible mode of royal representation. The foremost ideological effect of this imagery 

was to render "natural" the relegation of women to the home and the private sphere as well as 

their exclusion from the masculine spaces of the marketplace and the political arena. Images in 

both the ILN and Punch helped to ensure the middle-class reading public that even the most 

powerful woman in the world was a woman first, anxious to balance her dual role as national 

sovereign and marital subordinate. 

The meaning of an image depends on where and to whom it is shown. The third chapter 

submits these empirical findings to a more critical analysis, in terms of the historical context in 



which the images appeared. Roland Barthes' analytic approach is useful, insofar as it 

differentiates between the literal or "denotative" meaning of an image and its historically- 

specific or "connotative" meaning.26 Elements of Freud's study on the mechanisms of "joke- 

work" have also been appropriated for use in this chapter. His insights into how jokes use the 

material of the dominant culture for their effect shows how the seemingly disparate ideologies 

contained in the ILN and Punch could appeal to similar readerships.27 Punch relied heavily on 

the tradition of carnival, that glorification of the collectivity of humanity and bodily functions 

that defies the rationalizing and critical practices of the censor.28 In the England of the 1840s, 

Punch appears to have been welcomed by a sizable middle-class readership as a humorous 

corrective to the self-consciousness and the artificial hierarchies represented in the serious, 

real& publications like the ILN. One type of royal imagery in Punch, however, exuded the 

same respect for the monarch as did the ILN. The final chapter consists of a thematic analysis of 

their shared representational focus on Queen Victoria's role as both literal and symbolic mother. 

Queen Victoria's sovereign body conflated those mutually-exclusive terms-nineteenth- 

century femininity and power. This thesis uncovers some of the connections between royalty 

and gender in the representational construction of Queen Victoria and demonstrates how royal 

imagery changed according to the needs of Britain's dominant classes. Ultimately, the larger 

project of this study is to dislodge the idea of gender as a stable category of analysis and to hold 

up the category "sovereignty" to the same historical scrutiny. The point is not so much to tell 

the truth about Victoria as it is to show how the "truth" about her was manufactured according 

to the available cultural materials and categories of the day. 

26~o land  Barthes, ImagelMusiclText, Stephen Heath [trans.], (New York: Hill and Wang, 1977), pp. 13-51. 

27~reud, Si mund. Jokes and their Relation to the Unconscious, James Strachey [ed. & u.] (New York: W.W. 
. Norton, 19%0). 

2 8 ~ n  order to epistemological1 ound Punch within the tradition of carnival and the rotesque, I have relied 
chiefly on the reworking of d 8 a t l  Bahktin's writin s in Peter Stallybrass and ~ l l o n  bh i t e ,  The Politics and 
Poetics of Transgression, (London; New Y ork: 1986f 



Chapter I1 

Taxonomies of Royal Imagery, 1841-1861 

Victoria's coronation in 1837 proved forgettable and altogether disorderly, for it had 

been some time since the Crown had undertaken pageantry on such a grand scale. Her 

grandfather, George I11 exhibited none of the charisma associated with kings, and his sons 

George IV and William IV had in no way endeared themselves to their subjects. Early 

nineteenth-century court life, insular and aristocratic, did not resonate with the middle-class 

values of thrift, hard work and moderation. By the time of Victoria's accession, however, it 

seemed unclear whether the social, economic and cultural shifts that had occurred increasingly 

since the beginning of the eighteenth century would result in the victory of the middle classes.' 

The first Reform Bill had passed in 1832, but the lower classes and republican sentiment 

threatened the social hierarchy in the Rebecca and Chartist riots. Poverty, sickness and 

starvation were rife in Lreland and in the cities. Changes in technologies of travel, 

communication and manufacture severely disrupted and altered the working lives and standard 

of living of many Britons over the first part of the century, and the rise of the scientific method 

as the instrument of ultimate truth contributed to a crisis of faith for many Victorians. Others 

embraced the utilitarian and progress-oriented tenets of Evangelism and Methodism, even as 

Catholics were grudgingly admitted to the House of Commons. Women's lives did not escape 

the throes of industrialization and shifts in the economic and social strata, and the "woman 

question" stirred debate as hearty as that surrounding the "condition of England" question.2 

!~hrou~hout this thesis I refer to the "middle-classes" and not the "bourgeoisie" even though I em loy some P Gramsclan concepts later in m analysis. Althou h class labels must be used gingerly, we can iso ate certain 
principles dear to the middle-cLs sensibilit incfudin free c?mpetition, individual effort, and, I would add, B asstve and subordinate femininity. This deheation o class is taken from Trevor May, An Economic ond Social 
&$lory ofBritain 1760-1970 (New York: Longman, 1987), pp. 42-47. 

2ibjd. May notes that "[wlhen Queen Victoria came to the throne all women, of whatever class, were subject to laws 
which put them on a par with male criminals, lunatics and minors." p. 257. 



The middle-class ideal of womanhood precluded women's participation in the public 

sphere. Cultural artefacts of the period are rife with imagery that characterizes "woman" as 

benign, inert, yet transcendental, but, above all, the middle-class "angel in the house" existed 

always in the spirit of self-abnegation. Ruskin's description of feminine virtue will suffice as a 

description of the traits against which the worth of all mid-nineteenth century women, including 

Queen Victoria, could be measured: 

... the woman's power is for rule, not for battle - and her intellect is not for 
invention or creation, but for sweet ordering, arrangement and decision .... Her 
great function is Praise; she enters into no contest, but infallibly adjudges the 
crown of contest. By her office, and place, she is protected from all danger and 
temptation .... She must be enduringly, incorruptibly good; instinctively, infallibly 
wise-wise not for self-development , but for self-renunciation; wise, not that 

I 

she may set herself above her husband, but that she may never fall from his . side ...3 

Man as creator, woman as his support. This was the the separate spheres ideology so central to 

the articulation of middle-class sensibilities-it was a sign of arrival to the leisured classes if a 

man could say that his wife did not have to work to support the family. Increasingly, the terms 

lady and work became mutually exclusive. Not only did the Queen accede to public 

expectations of a "softer, gentler" ruler than her male Hanoverian predecessors, but she also had 

to be seen to rule in such a way that did not upset a code of femininity to which the wielding of 

real political power was antithetical. This would be difficult to achieve while being seen to 

refute republican claims of the monarchy's uselessness, and the conflicts of gender and power 

would only increase upon her marriage to a foreign prince. An early letter from Albert to a male 

relative summarizes the domestic difficulties that the Queen, as head of the Royal Family, faced: 

"In my home life I am very happy and contented; but the difficulty in filling my place with the 

proper dignity is, that I am only the husband, and not the master in the h ~ u s e . " ~  The English 

people grew to love the Prince only after his premature death in 186 1, although his popularity 

3~ohn Ruskin, "Of Queen's Gardens," Sesame and Lilies, 1865. Quoted in May, p. 258. 

4 ~ e e  Letters of the Prince Consort, [ed. Kurt Jagow, tr. E.T.S. Dugdale] (New York: E.P. Dutton, 1938), p. 69. 



increased considerably during the twenty-years he spent as Consort to Queen Victoria. 

Undoubtedly, many factors, including four foiled assassination attempts, contributed to the 

prestige and popularity of the Royal family, but not least of all was the power of the new and 

far-reaching middle-class press in representing the monarchy as a family first and political 

institution second.5 

Two representative weeklies seemed to feature contrasting and contesting images of the 

Queen. What follows is an empirical inquiry into the specificity of the ILN's and Punch's 
I 

representations of the Queen and her family over the early years of her reign. What we have 

come to take for granted as an unshakeable popular British faith in the Monarchy and the Royal 

Family was by no means so prevalent in the early to middle years of Victoria's reign. Although 

it was only during the latter part of the nineteenth-century-the years of Empire and Royal 

Jubilee-that the Monarchy became entrenched in the British mentalite', these early images will 

show how media steeped in middle-class values participated in the creation of the romance 

between the English Queen and her subjects. How this was accomplished remains largely 

undocumented, and this gap in the literature requires that we know more about the role of 

middle-class Victorian periodicals in the "re-invention7' of a monarchy that republicans and 

royalists alike could embrace. This chapter illuminates the kinds of royal imagery that appeared 

in the ILN and in Punch, and illustrates how they both relied on the conceptual axes of gender 

and power in their representations of the Queen. The difference between these taxonomies of 

images lies not so much in their content, but in the degree of reverence they hold for her 

femininity and sovereignty. This depends on the type of textual universe-serious or 

humourous-from which the images emerged. 

%ee Elisabeth Darb and Nicola Smith, The Cult of the Prince Consort (New Haven and New York; Yale 
- University Press, 19i3). 



"Firm Friend of the Queen": Royal Imagery in the ILN 

.i In the preface to its second volume, the editor stated the ILN's mandate and its unique 

place in the expanding market of periodical literature: 

"[Tlhe elevated nature of [our] purpose ... consists in the maintenance, at 
the end of two volumes of hard but pleasurable labour, of that peculiar isolation 
of position which this Journal assumed for itself in the outset, and which it has, 
in spite of competition, rigidly preserved .... we originated what we are bold 
enough to denominate a new branch of civilization, and of that branch-now 
fertilizing and spreading into many channel+as head and leader, we have stood 
alone. It must speak volumes for the energy, perseverance, and enterprise of the 
the Proprietors of the Illustrated London News, that, with a host of such 
imitations as ever spring up upon the success of a new and popular discovery, it 
has maintained a superiority that has kept it without a single rival.6 

Despite the Darwinian overtones of these self-laudatory sentences and their salutation of the 

inveition of a new phylum of cultural life in the face of-cut-throat competition, what stands out 

are the proprietors' claims to both superiority and uniqueness. Contradictory as these pseudo- 

scientific claims may be, they are overshadowed by the value-laden language that follows on the 

next page: 

We hope we may honourably attribute much of the pride and value of this 
position to the tone of high morality in every branch of public discussion, which 
it has been the glory of this Journal to preserve. For the sake of our real, faithful, 
and influential patrons-the RESPECTABLE FAMILIES OF ENGLAND,-we 
have kept the purity of our columns inviolate and supreme. The Clergy have 
given us their distinct and expressed approval; and there is no class of 
dissentients that has not supported, upon the broad principle of public virtue, our 
adherence to those undisputed maxims of morals and Christianity upon which all 
good men are agreed. Truth-the beautiful eternal Truth-has been our guide in 
all things; and, by her aided in our humbled industry, we have sought for 
intellectual progress, social happiness, and political justice and civilization.7 

Exactly who these respectable families were or what qualities public virtue was meant to 

encompass is not made clear in this typically purple editorial exclamation, but such rhetoric 

flattered both old and new readers and targeted those who aspired to respectability. To whom 

6 ~ ~ ~ ,  Preface, vo1.2, July 1843. 

7ibid. 



did the editors address themselves with such a utopian rhetoric'? According to the prefatory 

remarks in the very next volume, ILN readers were "young, vigorous, full of present intelligence 

and wisely curious about the progress of events."* 

The IWV offered their version of the monarch to a diverse readership eager for an up-to- 

date, non-partisan record of current events, and there is evidence to show that its editors also 

consciously considered it to be a repository of historical fact. In the final issue of its first 

volume, the IWV claimed for itself a place in the history books of the future as it compared its 

relationship with the monarchy to that of Walter Scott and the court of Elizabeth I: 

Scott might carry Elizabeth back to Kenilworth through the regions of his fine 
imagination, backed and supported by books, and we may take cum grano salis 
the Antiquarian's and the Poet's word, but the year two thousand will be ten . times better assured of all the splendid realities of our own Victoria's visit to the 
native land of the Northern Magician who enshrined in fiction the glories of 
Queen Bess? 

ILN readers were promised much in these early years, including extensive and ongoing coverage 

of their Sovereign that could be bound and installed on the library shelves as an authoritative 

historical rercrence for the generations to come. It was with this unbounded confidence that the 

IWV maintained the largest market share among periodicals of its ilk, proclaiming itself loudly as 

"firm friend of the Queen, and fixed favourite of the people ... !!!."lo 

The ILN portrayed the monarchy in a way that blurred class-lines, by presenting the 

Royals as both "ordinary" family members and dynastic symbols of nationhood. As Simon 

Schama has stated: 

For once the means of mass production and distribution of such images was 
available, allegiance (or least the sentimental bond forged between monarch and 
subjects) depended on a steady flow of appealing images. Beside the continuing 
importance of military uniform and coronation robe portraits, the genre of 
nursery album pictures and conjugal portraits became the stock-in-trade of the 

8 1 ~ ~ ,  Preface, vol. 3, January 1844. 

9ibid., December 1842 uoted in Mason Jackson, The Pictorial Press: Its Origins and Progress (London: Hurst 9 and Blackett, 1885), p.29 . 



monarch-mongering business. Along with the traditional celebration of the 
monarch's birthday, a whole calendar of domestic events-births, christenings, 
betrothals, weddings, and comings-of-age-was transferred to the public 
domain. 11 

The appeal to domesticity meant that readers from varied strata and regions of English society 

could identify with and find common ground in images of the monarch. While it is clear that 

the ILN editors pitched the magazine to the at least marginally monied and educated classes, the 

plethora of high-quality images it offered each week would have made it attractive even to those 

who could not regularly afford its price of 6 shillings per week. An analysis of the types of 

Royal images that appeared in the ILN between I84 1 and 186 1 will reveal an approach that 

relied on the central maternal figure of the Queen, wife and mother of the "families of families". 

The IWV became a pictorial magnet for readers ravenous for visual coverage of current 
' 

events and cultural topicalities. Following its initial success in the early years of the decade, its 

circulation figures soared in 1848 as revolution swept Europe and then again in 185 1 as it 

represented the goings-on in Hyde Park to Londoners and British readers farther afield. 

Although there are no figures specifically for 185 1, circulation figures for ILN rose from 67,000 

in 1850 to 123,000 in 1854-55.12 It is without a doubt the subordination of text to images, and a 

relatively low price that ensured the weekly's appeal to a diverse mass-market.13 Its founder, 

Herbert Ingram, embodied the Victorian ideal of the self-made man, and it was his long 

experience as a Nottingham printer and news-vendor that convinced him of the commercial 

viability of a weekly "family" magazine centred around a mixture of up-to-the-minute news 

l l ~ e e  Simon Schama'The Domestication of Majest : Royal Family Portraiture, 1500-1850,"Journal of 
Interdisciplinary History, vol. 24, no. 1 (Summer 19 8 6), pp. 155-183, p. 157. 

12hrlason Jackson, The Pictorial Press, p 302-303: Jackson does not give s ecific fi ures, however: "[tlo great 
was the interest felt in Be excitin year lk8. that the sale of the lllustrated fondon d w s  was more than doubled 
in three months .... But ... the year of the Great Exhibition was yet more fruitful." Very little documentation exists 
concemin the history of the Illustrated London Newsand what we do have tends to be laudatory, not critical. I 
have foun%, however, the above volume useful for basic data otherwise Mficult to locate. 

13~ichard Altick, The English Common Reader, p. 343.349. Altick remains an excellent source for a comparative 
survey of a range of types of publications and then readership in nineteenth-century England. 



items and high-quality engravings. l4 Its studied non-partisan focus on spectacle, English 

history,15 the monarchy,16 current events, and French fashions served the tastes of an 

increasingly democratic and increasingly female readership whose numbers swelled to their 

highest peak in 185 1, the year of the Great Exhibition. 17 

From its inception in 1842, the IWV regularly associated itself with the charismatic aura 

of the young Queen Victoria. The frontispiece of the inaugural issue featured a lush still life of 

crown and sceptre artfully arranged, as if to promise by these accoutrements of royalty that the 

new magazine and the monarchy were bound together as solid and progressive English 

traditions. This section explores the many ways the IWV found to put its Queen's image to 

work in the name of family values that in turn sold more magazines. As self-appointed 

illustrated news magazine and visual purveyor of contemporary culture and events, the ILN 

played a central role in the creation of the myth of modem monarchy, or what David Cannadine 

has dubbed the "re-invention of tradition." The following taxonomy of the I W s  royal imagery 

illustrates how the representations of Queen Victoria were used in very specific ways to bolster 

both sales of the magazine and the image of the monarchy. 

It is possible to group ILN representations of the Queen during this time period into two 

broad categories. The first configures the Queen as a sovereign body, that over-arching symbol 

of British nationhood that binds its disparate members together within one political identity. 

The second category encompasses those images of Queen victoria that focus not on the 

14~ackson, The Pictorial Press, 284. 

15see Christina Crosb , The Endspf History: Victorians and "the woman uestion" (New York: Routledge, 1991), 
p. 1-3: "Whether novers or purnalsm, phdosophy or h~story or theology, &ese texts acsvely produce hstory as an 
object of knowledge and as a way of knowing .... History is indeed self-consciously embraced over the course of the 
century, from the early and great popularity of Sir Walter Scott's historical novels, to the introduction of "modem 
history" as a disci line in the universities ... massive historical narratives such as Macaule s History of England are 
ublished to popu& acclaim. This fascination with history is itself much-observed and &scussed, not least of all 

gy Victorians themselves." 

161ackson, The Pictorial Press, 257-265. Before the IW be an publ/cation, other mqgazines such as the Observer, 
the Morning Chronicle, the Englishman, and Bell's Life wouh from tune to time publqh engravings of Royal 
events, despite the fact that these did not usually follow a format that included illustrations. 

l7 ibid., 303. 



charisma of royalty but instead upon her "ordinariness", that is, upon her femininity. These 

categories are not always distinct and sometimes overlap, but for now I want to keep them 

separate in order to look at how the twin English myths of monarchy and "family values" were 

constructed one in terms of the other. At no time during the period of this study was one mode 

of imagery privileged over the other, but instead they were presented together in such a way as 

to present the institution of a Royal Family in such a way that it could be both exalted and 

spoken of in almost intimate terms.18 

The Queen is always a sovereign body, but unless surrounded and bedecked by the 

material emblems of royalty (such as Crown, Sceptre, etc.), she tends to be figured as a woman, 

or female body, first19 All imagery that falls into the category of the "Queen as Sovereign" . 
refers back to an imaginary feudal tradition of pomp, solemnity and a "Gothic" sensibility, or to 

what historian Dorothy Thompson referred to as a folk tradition centred around strong, 

independent female monarchs.20 This is Cannadine's "re-invention of tradition." 21 One sub-set 

of these images of sovereignty can be referred to as representations of "the ubiquitous Queen". 

These images chart the almost yearly royal tours to various regions within the United Kingdom, 

often those with a republican or otherwise anti-royalist tradition. These can be differentiated 

from other images of the Queen as Sovereign in that they form a bridge between that major 

category and the category of images that figure the Queen as an ordinary wife and mother, on 

which I have conferred the label of the "Queen as 'Woman'." The reinvigoration of the 

monarchy depended absolutely on a royal "ordinariness" with which members of the middle- 

18For a highly entertaining and most critical analysis of the British Monarchy that reco nizes the centrality of the 
P v e d  'ordinariness" of individual members of the Royal Family , see Tom Nairn, he Enchanted Glass: 

rrtain and its Monarchy (London: Radws, 1988). 
I 

19For the histo and theory that underlies the English Sovereign's "two bodies" see Ernst <antorowicz, The King's 
Two Bodies: ~ Y t u d ~  in Mediaeval Political Theology (Princeton, NJ.: Princeton Unlverslty Press, 1957). 

20~orothy Thompson. Queen Victoria: Gender and Power (London: Virago Press, 1990), p. xix 

21~avid Cannadine, 'The Context, Performance and Meaning of Ritual: The British Monarchy and the 'Invention 
of Tradition,' 1820-1977," The Invention of Tradition, Eric J .  Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger reds.], (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1983), pp. 101-164. 



classes could identify, and the early years of Queen Victoria's reign yielded many such oppor- 

tunities for constructing the ruling dynasty of England as a virtuous family almost indis- 

tinguishable from the "respectable" families of England. 

From the outset, the ILN included images which figured the Queen as Sovereign. The 

first issue included visual coverage of 1842's Royal bal masque', a botched public-relations 

event put on by the Queen and her Court in May of 1842 (fig. 1).22 The grand ball had been 

meant to stimulate depressed trade relations in London by mounting a massive living tableau of 

Plantagenet era costume-Queen Victoria's robe alone had over 60,000 pounds worth of 

precious gems sewn into its stomacher.23 This offered an irresistible media opportunity to 

Ingram, who prided himself on the aesthetic merits of his magazine's engravings and whose 

experience had convinced him of the public's willingness to pay for visual encounters with 

Royal opulence. In an apology for the expense and luxuriousness of this display of sartorial 

splendour during a time of national want and unrest, the ILN assured readers of the Queen's 

"charity and beneficence to suffering traders and artisans which her Majesty's fEte combines 

with courtly enjoyment." Victoria could certainly not be faulted for extravagance when the fact 

that Queen Elizabeth I wore a new dress each day of the year was taken into consideration.% 

Furthermore: 

The purpose of this splendid gathering of the brave and beautiful, it is known, 
was to give a stimulus to trade in all the various departments that could be 
affected by the enormous outlay it would necessarily invo1ve;'and we have no 
doubt that many thousands are this day grateful for the temporary aid which this 
right royal entertainment has been the means of affording them.25 

The poor of England, most of whom would not have had access to these images, nor been able 

to read this text, were logically to be grateful for and supportive of such lavish historical 

22~LN, May 14, 1842, p. 7- 10. 

23~onica Chxlot, Victoria: The Young Queen (Oxford and Cambridge: Basil Blackwell, 1991), p. 229. 

2 4 1 ~ ,  May 14, 1842, p. 7. 

25ibid.. 



pageantry. Here was royal justification for a social hierarchy that privileged only the very few 

at the expense of most of the Queen's subjects: "The [Premier] taxes us to relieve our 

commonalty [sic]; our gracious and lovely Sovereign, who combines exquisite feminine 

diplomacy with more serious statesmanship, amerces her nobles through their pleasures, and the 

gay magnates, en s'amusant, spend 100,000 [pounds] to revive languishing trade."26 Attacks 

against the government were part and parcel of the manly art of politics, but to target the Queen 

showed only cowardice and paranoia. 

According to the text, Queen Victoria "was emphatically the sun from which the 

glorious constellations of the evening drew light, and life, and brightness."27 In a self- 

representational move that would become characteristic of her reign, the Queen had chosen to 

present herself not as an absolute power, but as Queen Philippa, the consort of Edward III. That 

she would attempt to sublimate her celebrity to that of Prince Albert could only add to her 

popularity in a culture in which feminine modesty and the use of moral influence rather than 

overt power were so highly valued. The theme for the bal masque' focused not on glorious 

battles of the past or on the Crown's claim to divinity, but instead on a claim of British 

supremacy as represented in the beauty of its women, in their role as objects of praise: 

Never did England maintain its supremacy in female beauty more decidedly that 
on Thursday night, when a galaxy of lovely women, attired in the most gorgeous 
and becoming costumes, met to do honour to their fair and youthful Sovereign. 
Anxious to evidence their respect towards her Majesty, no expense was spared in 
the dresses of her honoured guests; and when one considers the vast treasures of 
jewels descending, as heirlooms in hereditary line , from our proud and ancient 
aristocratic houses, brought forth on this occasion , we cannot wonder that this 
fGte was acknowledged by all present to surpass those of every other country.28 

In a double rhetorical movement, the proprietors of the ILN were able to entertain their readers 

with royal spectacle, while retaining a political stance that privileged the values of modesty and 

26/LN, May 14, 1842, p. 8. 

27ibid. 



respectability associated with the class of readers they needed to attract.29 How better to defuse 

political detractors and to flatter a potential subscription base of middle-class families than to 

locate the power of the throne in the gendered identity of its representative, while at the same 

breath locating the essence of "Englishness" in England's aristocratic women? 

The first issue of the ILN, although somewhat ungainly and unfocused, proved 

sufficiently successful that its basic content and layout changed very little over the next twenty 

years. Although the coverage of the Queen's Drawing Room in 1843 (fig. 2) was perhaps less 

technically sophisticated than a similar undertaking in 1858 (fig. 3), the basic artistic approach 

and ideological content was the same.30 Images of Sovereignty predominated in the IN'S 
' 

mutually nourishing relationship with the Crown in the year of the Great Exhibition, and it was 

not ukil the first Royal Jubilee in 1887 that an opportunity for such blatant consumption and 

ostentatious display again presented itself in terms of "the good of the nation." By allowing the 

previously excluded populace visual entry into the apolitical fairyland of modem monarchy, the 

ILN could take advantage of the popular taste for spectacle while supporting an institution that 

could always be counted on to sell newspapers. 

The first volume proved to be a great financial success, and it seemed that the concept 

and contents presented in the summer needed to be modified only slightly to ensure the 

continued growth and success of the ILN. Part of this process of modification meant 

constructing the journal's contents around the official roster of royal functions. In the event of 

an uneventful week, readers could still satisfy their appetite for Royal goings-on by turning to 

the section called "Court and Haut Ton". This weekly report of the more banal movements of 

members and friends of the Royal Family functioned only as a textual stop-gap and could not 

but fail to assuage the reading public's apparent craving for visual evidence of "Royalness". 

29~ee Ma , Economic and Social Histo of Britain 1760-1970, p. 44. May notes that "respectability was a quality 
particular& associated with the middle c%s." 

3 0 1 ~ ~ ,  July 8, 1843, p. 24-25; March 31,1860, p. 301. 



The proprietors of the ILN therefore needed to be prepared with an army of artists and engravers 

should the dailiness of the Queen's progress suddenly erupt into a sumptuous ocular feast for 

her subjects' consumption-and ready they were. 

Each January I L N  artists and engravers dug deep into their repertoire in an attempt to 

convey the solemnity and pomp of the annual Opening of Parliament. The chief aesthetic 

problem lay in the difficulty of portraying the grandeur and charisma of these refurbished 

ceremonies to an unseen audience using only line drawings and one colour of ink. The desired 

effect was to persuade ILN readers that by looking at these images they had in some way come 

into contact with the aura emanating from the sacred body of the Monarch. Although difficult 

to visually convey a collective emotion, it was possible to transmit these feelings via the 

depiction of the spaces, commodities, and physiognomies that signify the presence of 

sovereignty. In these images the Queen functions as the embodiment of State-it is her 

presence that lends authority to the proceedings of the government. Without the Queen's body 

in attendance, any proceedings could conceivably be deemed unconstitutional. This type of 

imagery proved a dependable source of ILN imagery throughout Queen Victoria's reign, except 

for the five year hiatus following Prince Albert's death during which she withdrew entirely from 

the public eye. 

These images of sovereignty became the bread and butter of a weekly journal eager to 

cater to the tastes and desires of a broad array of readers whose differences melted away in their 

collectivity as subjects of an ostensibly non-partisan Queen. The popularity of the monarchy 

was not a foregone conclusion in 1842,31 and it was not until the latter part of her reign that it 

became a moot point. By then the Royal Family had become not only a national symbol but also 

a cultural commodity for both national and international consumption. In the early part of her 

3 1 ~ s  Thompson points out, the welcome with which the new Queen was greeted by her subjects was an ambivalent 
one, 'and became further diminished upon her marriage to the Coburg prince, Albert. The popularity of  the throne 
after that point depended upon Albert s role m the stagm of the Great Exhibition, on scattered attempts on the 
Queen's Me, and on partisan appeals to her femininity. f e e  Thompson, Queen Vicloria: Gender and Power, pp. 23- 
27. 



reign, however, Queen Victoria faced both republicans and middle-class subjects angry with the 

excesses and seeming redundancy of the Royal Household as maintained by her much-despised 

uncles. Although the Coronation aroused a flood of rhetoric focused on her youth and feminine 

virtue, the reinvigoration of the monarchy required that the young Queen show that even a 

modernizing, progressive Britain needed a monarch at its head. 

The extent to which the ILN took part in this on-going and ever more streamlined display 

of the Queen as Sovereign can be seen in the sheer number of images of this type that graced its 

pages year after year. A random sampling shows that in 1843, its first complete year of 

publication, over twenty such images were included as IWV artists and journalists followed the 

Royal Retinue through its paces as honoured theatre-goers, as gracious hosts of State Balls and 

as functionaries at various ceremonies around London and throughout the nation and abroad. 

As the Queen's family grew larger and older, and as the expansion of Britain as an imperial 

power occurred, there were increasing opportunities for the ILN to sell the trappings of 

monarchy to its readers. Royal Christenings and Birthdays, the reception of foreign dignitaries 

and aristocracy, and state visits to local cultural venues were all perfect for the purposes of 

representing the monarchy and increasing circulation figures. In no other publication of the 

period could so many representations of royalty be found, and it is no coincidence that 

illustrated histories of the nineteenth-century monarchy feature so many ILN images. These 

images of sovereignty reached their apex in 185 1, when the ILN's artist's powers of illusion 

were almost exhausted in the whirlwind of illustrative opportunities that presented themselves 

that year. It was typical, however, of both the Queen and the ILN to differentiate the British 

monarchy from the opulence and hauteur of other European Royal Houses. Barring the 

occasional highly-visible state occasion, representations of which were included as "free" 

supplements to subscribers, this type of imagery increasingly took second place to images of the 

"Ubiquitous Queen". 



Representations of the Ubiquitous Queen, or the Queen in transit, came to play a major 

role in the pictorial and textual content of the ILN.  Its attempts to capture the speed and breadth 

of the Royal itinerary had the effect of placing the Sovereign's body in many different 

geographical and temporal spaces at once. Although a rather secular sort of divinity, this kind 

of media coverage of the Queen's movements documented the dusting of Britain and 

neighbouring countries with that Royal aura which, according to the ILN  at least, could dissolve 

political, regional and class differences and unite enemies in common service to the English 

Monarch. Late in October of 1843, the Royal Family paid an official visit to Cambridge 

University, and the ILN  took a moment from its coverage to opine on this new royal practice1~2 

We have repeatedly had occasion to express our highest approval of those royal 
excursions among the people by their Queen, which stimulate the loyalty of the 
one and freshen the love of the other, and cement between them, with beautiful 
links of harmony, the chain of happiness and the bonds of peace. The Sovereign 
who does not confine the gaieties of her court within a single palace, nor prison 
her pleasures within the selfish sphere of mere personal enjoyment ... is sure to 
make her throne ubiquitous, by building it upon the firm foundation of the 
affections of those she rules-is sure to live in a kingdom of love, and earn a 
popularity of which it is both wise and virtuous in a monarch to be nobly 
ambitious and pr0ud.3~ 

One direct effect of the coverage of Royal Visits was to bring visual representations of the 

countryside and far-away corners of the realm into the common cache of popular knowledge. 

The cost of travel being prohibitive to most Britons, these pictorials were meant to further 

reinforce the ambience of nationhood that was so prevalent in the rhetoric of the accompanying 

text. Whatever else might occur during the year, the autumn months promised an annual Royal 

Progress through her Majesty's domains, and the ILN devoted special numbers to their 

coverage. In 185 1 the Royal Family returned from Balmoral, stopping in at Liverpool and 

320f course, the implicit critique of earlier monarchs who did not make their resence felt throughout the land did 
not take into consideration the ease of travel that was now possible with the $;vent of an efficient railway system. 

~ ~ I L N ,  October 28,1843, p. 278. 



Manchester.(fig. 4).34 The ILN likened these modern "progresses" to those of the age of 

Elizabeth I, noting that modern royal practice included the common man: 

It was not merely to lordly halls and nobles of high birth that, on this occasion, 
the visit of a Queen and her illustrious Consort were directed; it was to the 
merchant princes ... ; it was to nobility which had taken commerce by the hand 
and led her from the ocean, smiling into the bosom of the land; it was to a city 
whose men, by a singular union of solid character with genius, had given a vital 
soul and life-like energy to inanimate matter, and, by their well-directed industry, 
had raised the working power of England from three millions of men to three 
hundred million.35 

Here, too, images of the Queen were invoked in the name of national "togetherness," individual 

cities playing children to the Queen's just and undiscriminating maternal influence: "And if 

fortune smiled on one more than another-if the sun shone more on Manchester which was 

cloucjed at Liverpool, there can be no jealousy between them as regards the sunshine of Royal 

favour, which beamed with equal brightness on both. .. "36 

The Queen's actual, material body was not always available for artistic renderings of its 

sovereignty. Official Royal activity seems to have followed a rough pattern from year to year- 

the opening of Parliament in January, followed by the fallow months of late winter and spring, a 

flurry of official engagements during the late summer months and into autumn-that matched to 

some extent the ebb and flow of the London "season." The IWV proprietors, however, were 

anxious to let their readers in on Royal doings the year round or in the offering of another type 

of Sovereign imagery, such as the drawing that accompanied the reportage on the State Visit to 

France-that of the "imaginary Queen7'(fig. 5).37 Closely related to another variety, the "re- 

represented Queen" (fig. 6),38 

~ ~ I L , N ,  October 18,185 1, p. 472. 

35ibid. 

36ibid. 

this kind of imagery mitigated the dependence of the journal on 

37ibid., September 16, 1843, p. 177. 

38ibid., Januruy 14, 1843, p. 21. 



accessibility to the corporeal body of the Queen, for it could in a pinch be used in the absence of 

a Royal Occasion. Instances of these images occurred most frequently during and immediately 

following the Queen's invisible ~regnancies,3~ and ranged from engraved reproductions of 

official royal portraits and monuments to self-authored mini-portraits which served as a 

decorative framing device for more extensive textual coverage of royal events (figs. 7, 8).40 

A primary method of representing the Queen in ways that would appeal to the middle 

classes was to focus on the Queen's femininity as the trait that bound her to her subjects, 

whatever their class, race, or regional identity. Such an appeal to the personal attributes of the 

monarch provided the press with a Queen that could be loved by all levels of a stratified society, 

but especially those whose economic and cultural interests were being served in the ILN. To 

have ihe effect of binding the disparate peoples of the United Kingdom beneath the rubric of one 

national identity, the imagery of monarchy needed to appeal equally to all strata and ilk of 

Victorian society. Images that constructed the icon of the British national identity as an 

apolitical, non-partisan wife and mother accomplished this far more effectively than a strict diet 

of pure sovereignty. 

"Royal Visit to Astley's" (fig. 9)41 typifies this genre, except that it atypically contains a 

hidden irony-the fact that the Queen is seven months pregnant in this image is most deftly and 

absolutely elided by the artist and the editors. Although it would have been most unseemly and 

disrespectful to draw readers' attention to the Queen's state of grossesse, other elements in the 

image reiterate the theme of the Royal Family as ordinary family. The Queen, the Prince 

Consort and their children are presented in "plain-clothes" free of any insignia of Royalty. Their 

39~lthough Queen Victoria gave birth seven times in the 1840s and twice in the 1850s, none of the ILN images 
acknowled e this fact. Additions to the Royal Family were celebrated as if they descended from the heavens, 
however, tfis avoidance of biological fact was typical of any respectable woman's pregnancy in the mid-nineteenth 
century. 

401~1,  May 8,1847, p. 300; June 4,1859, p. 540. 

41ibid., 1846, vol. 1,  p. 217. 



bqdies, at least, are human, and in this image are arranged in such a manner as to mimic the 

patriarchal dimensions of the nineteenth-century family. Queen Victoria's uncrowned head has 

the effect of positioning Prince Albert as husband and father as head of the domestic and 

unofficial version of the Royal Household. Whether or not this was actually the case mattered 

less than readers' belief that it was ~ 0 . 4 2  Even in 1846, the memory of the chaotic and un- 

Christian behaviour of William IV and the wronged Queen Adelaide was fresh enough to 

provide a contrast to the water-tight family unit of Victoria and Albert.43 

Domestic images of the Queen and her family were popular and frequent components of 

the ILN's weekly fare. The birth, if not the gestation, of each Royal baby provided an 

illustrative opportunity. The image "Her Majesty and the Infant Prince Arthur" (fig. 10)u was 

copied from a painting commissioned by the Queen, and again, it is the stripping of all signs of 

politics, history, and sovereignty on which the message and effect of this image relies. But for 

the recognizable visage and accompanying text, this could well be a mere representation of 

generic motherhood, documenting (albeit in an idealized fashion) a universalizable and common 

female experience. "Christmas Tree and Windsor Castle" and "Presenting a Bouquet to the 

Prince of Wales" (figs. 11, 12) both make visual statements about the class-levelling effect of 

familial affections and the unification of a stratified society through its children. This and other 

images of domesticity naturalized the "otherness" of a ruling family unit whose first language 

42~ndisputably, Victoria's rapture with marriage and motherhood was progressive, not instant, and it is clear by 
mcm of her extant diary enfries and the memories of many other commentators that Queen Victoria did not at first 
easi& bend to the will of her husband. Throughout her reign, Victoriak attimde toward power was stated with 
ambivalence, but in ractice she worked tireless1 and had great difficulty in relin uishing power to her husband, 
and later, her son. A Giles St. Aubyn, Queen Actoria: A Portrait (London: Sinc 7 air-Stevenson, 1991), pp. 150- 
152. Also, see Charlot, Victoria: the Young Queen, pp. 231-233 for more on the Queen's disinclination to obey. 

43~ytton Strachey's account of Victoria's detested uncle is particular1 barbed: "A bursting, bubbling old 
fntleman, with uarter-deck gestures, round rolling eyes, and a heallike a pine le, whose sudden elevation to 
t e throne after fi % y-six years of utter insi nificance had almost sent him crazy."% reactionary politics (he 
strenuously o osed the 1832 Reform ~ i l f  for instance) and his uncontained behaviour made him un opular with - both his repuk'Ecan and loyalist subjects. See Lytton Strachey, Queen Victoria (New York: Blue ~ ibgon  Books, 
1921), pp. 53-54. 

u l ~ ~ ,  1852, vol. 2, p. 172. 



was German, and at the same time sent a visual message of correct and respectable family 

deportment. 

The popularity of the Queen depended on many things, but not least of all on her being 

seen as a devoted wife and mother by her subjects. The ILN acted as an organ of "family 

values" throughout these years, selling the Royal Family to a largely middle-class readership in 

ways with which it could identify with the monarchy while at the same time continuing to hold 

it in the highest esteem. In another appropriation of an image initially commissioned by the 

Queen, these two seemingly incompatible principles of the sublime and the ordinary co-exist in 

an elaborate composition containing both national and family values. "The First of May, 185 1 " 

(fig. 13):s as the ILN explained, was painted to commemorate the opening of Prince Albert's 

massiie project, the Great Exhibition, and combined the solemnity of high sovereignty with the 

warmth of familial affection: 

The Royal mother, holding her young child in her arms, contemplates the 
handsome cadeau with evident satisfaction. The expression of the Duke is 
marked with benignity and respectful homage. In the rear is Prince Albert, 
whose mind-not withstanding the interesting scene passing before him-seems 
still to be engrossed with the great national work which he has this day brought 
to a happy completion ...46 

All the better too, in this year of build-up to the Crimean war, was the serendipitous fact that the 

new baby's godfather happened to be the greatest living hero of the Battle of Waterloo, now a 

distant memory. 

This image exemplifies the ideal in ILN representations of royalty, in which the 

sovereign aspects of the Queen's person become indivisible from her femininity. This 

accomplishes the twin feat of increasing the Queen's charisma and celebrity status while 

continuing to position her as an icon of motherhood. In this way the ILN could count on 

~SILN, 1853, vol. 1, p. 328. 

46ibid. 



representations of the monarchy to attract readers and at the same time advance civilizing 

messages about family life. Both monarchy and motherhood are presented as institutions 

worthy of readers' inspired awe and each is rhetorically elevated to the level of the sublime, 

often in the same breath. The ILN paid equal homage to Royalty and to the transcendent virtues 

of Woman, especially as these were embodied in the Queen. At the same time, and often in the 

same households, however, Punch took a far less indulgent stance toward the Crown and its 

representatives. While it is possible to construct a taxonomy of Punch's royal imagery that 

parallels the ILhrs thematic focus on sovereignty and femininity, it proves more fruitful to think 

of these images in terms of whether or not they were meant to evoke readers' laughter. 

"JOI-fN BULL pays every farden...": Punch on the Monarchy 

The ILN's July 22, 1843 review of Punch was positive: "..."Punch" has improved with 

time, and each of his volumes is a half-yearly rejuviniscence ...."47 This praise barely masked a 

trivializing critique, however, for by the end of the review it was clear that Punch simply could 

not be taken seriously: "While great minds are straining to bring the ends of the earth into 

communication with each other, "Punch" and his club are content to sit at home, by turns put on 

the cap, and persuade men out of their follies by ridicule and railery, wit and broad humour ..."48 

Despite its frivolity, however, the reviewer contended that Punch did fulfill a civilizing function 

in the moral deportment of its readers, and that ultimately "the pleasure of the experiment keeps 

the senses and the best part of the blood awake, and lays the gross to sleep..."@ The ILN's 

amicable estimation of this competitor for the middle-class sixpence was likely due to its own 

early but failed attempts at carnivalesque humour and the fact that the two illustrated weeklies 

4 7 1 ~ ~ ,  1843, vol. 2, p. 59. 



addressed themselves to different levels of desire of the nineteenth-century middle-class 

psyche.50 Middle-class homes accommodated both magazines, despite the fact that Mr. Punch 

prided himself on his all-out assault on middle-class values. 

Punch began weekly circulation in 1841, approximately one year before the ILN hit the 

news-vendors stands. The brainchild of a motley assortment of young, male, and relatively 

well-educated actors and intellectuals, Punch relied solely on subscriptions for its financial 

well-being. Although its illustrators gained the greatest reputations among readers, one of 

Punch's first "ideas men" was Henry Mayhew, who would go on to research and write the 

highly influential London Labour and the London Poor . William Thackeray consistently 

donated his wit and erudition to this critically-acclaimed mklange of "radical" social 

comm4entary and caricature which advertised itself as being free from "grossness, partisanship, 

profanity, indelicacy and malice" of any kind.51 Punch poked fun at pomposity and 

pretentiousness, the follies of contemporary fashions, and the hypocrisy of the rich. In the 

words of Harriet Beecher Stowe, "Punch laugh[ed] at everybody but the workpeople", a 

statement that underlines precisely the elite audience to which it addressed itself.52 On the 

subject of the monarchy, the weekly was more racist than republican, and attacks aimed at the 

Royal Family usually focused on Victoria's perceived dependence on her German prince and 

their shared delight and patronage of all things foreign.53 The cost to the tax-payers of frequent 

royal births also provided grist for the satirical mill, and it was not until the success of the Great 

50The first edition of the ILN contained a hodge- odge of serious journalism, cultural topics and attempts at 
humour that closely resembled Punch's unmis&ble style. 

5 1 ~ . ~ . ~ .  Price, A History of Punch (London: Collins, 1957), p. 30. 

52~towe*s comment arises from her visit with the En lish censor in 1853. Quoted in Amy Cruse, The Victorians 
and Their Reading (Boston; New York: Houghton d f f i n  Company, 1935), 391. 

53~ee William E. Fredeman's "A Charivari for Queen Butterfly: Punch on Queen Victoria" in Victorian Poetry, 
vol. 25; no. 3-4, Autumn-Winter 1987, pp. 47-69, p. 49. 



Exhibition in 185 1 proved Prince Albert's "Englishness" that Punch to some extent tempered its 

anti- Albertarian sting.54 

As "firm friend of the Queen", the ILN would have had little reason to castigate Punch's 

earliest representations of her Majesty, which were only mildly and teasingly critical in the 

years immediately following her a c c e ~ s i o n . ~ ~  Punch spared the Queen entirely during the first 

two months of its run, directing its attack on the first estate toward politicians instead. As 

Dorothy Thompson has argued, 

[tlhe Chartists ... never directed their main propaganda against the throne. They 
felt threatened by an exclusive political system, a centralizing state and the 
increasing control exercised over their work and their lives by merchant and 
manufacturing capital. The throne, occupied by a young female, was, to begin 
with at least, as likely to be invoked on the side of traditional liberties, in the . name of Alfred or Boadicea, as to be represented as an oppressive or parasitical 
institution. When Chartist speakers did attack the queen, it was more likely to be 
in the language of carnival or satire than of serious politics.56 

Thompson's assessment of Chartist anti-monarchical polemic holds in the case of Punch. 

Although Punch was hardly an organ of republican sentiments, it can be read as an historically- 

specific instance of the carnivalesque, a traditional form of controlled revolt against the 

hierarchies and hypocrisies of the status quo. Punch's use of the comic brings the rich and 

famous back down to the level of the body by emphasizing their infantile and physical qualities 

54~ollowin the birth of each of her nine children, the Queen presented Parliament with a request for an allowance 
from the u%lic coffers. These frequent pregnancies ointed to the Prince Consort3 taste for conjugal pleasure (as a 
woman. fictoria's sexuality was necessarily confinecf)to matters of maternity, not libidini ), a criuque that could 
only be intimated by the barel respectful Mr. Punch. Until he proved his worth in the pu 2 lic, non-erotic sphere of 
business and cultural affairs, knee Albert presented an easy target in a societ suspicious of foreigners and 
mocking of men not fully in control of their women. The unpopularit of the h c e  Consort has been well- 
documented in many sources, but here I have specificall consulted J.L. Golby and A.W. Purdue. The Monarchy 
and the British People, 1760 to the Present condon: B$. Batsford, 1988), p. 49. 

5 5 ~ i t e r ~  critic William Fredeman has already conducted an extensive empirical stud of Punch's treatment of the 
Queen, i entifyin six main thematic approaches throu ?out-the s an of her reign: l)darly Political Caricatures; 
2)Historical and figurative Repre!entat~ons of Queen fictona; 3&een Victona and Prince Albert; 4)Queen 
Victoria and India; 5)Royal Functions; and 6)The Two Jubilees. Ths  typology easil co-exists with the one used in 
this cha ter, even though Fredeman was not working from a feminist perspective andltherefore was not interested 
rimarit in the links and contradictions between nineteenth-century notions of sovereignty and femininit . As 

bredeman points out, and as this investigation corroborates, cartoons and quips about the monarchy woulBbecome 
more scathmg over the years, but never m its more than one hundred drawings that featured royal d ~ d  Punch 
transgress beyond the limits of propriety. See Willi,un Fredeman, "A Charivari for Queen Butte y: Punch on 
Queen Victoria," Victorian Poetry, vo1.25, no.3-4, (Autumn-Winter, 1987), pp. 47-73, p. 49. 

B 

56Thompson, Queen Victoria, p. 101. 



and laughing at the absurdities of overly-civilized polite society.57 If it is not the 'other,' but the 

self, that is being made comic, then critique is meant not so much to resolve conflict as it is to 

relieve the pressures of cultural inhibitions and tabo0.5~ To the degree that Punch's progenitors 

hailed from the privileged strata of English society, a modicum of self-deprecation resides 

within its pages. Presumably, however, the majority of people prefer to laugh at others, and in 

the years between 1841 and 186 1 there was as much opportunity to laugh at the institutions of 

the day as at political movements that sought to ameliorate social injustice. Without an intricate 

analysis of historical context and its use of social relations, we cannot state simply whether 

Punch performed conservatively to protect the status quo, or radically to challenge the inequities 

of the social order. 

w e  need only look to the f i s t  paragraphs of the first issue, and the writer's allusion to 

"the crowd," to see how Punch drew on the ancient tradition of carnival59 as a platform from 

which to launch their hierarchy-levelling, reform-minded humour: 

As we hope, gentle public, to pass many hours in your society, we think it right 
that you should know something of our character and intentions. Our title, at a 
first glance, may have misled you into a belief that we have no other intention 
than the amusement of a thoughtless crowd, and the collection of pence. We 
have a higher object ... We have considered [Mr. Punch] as a teacher of no mean 
pretensions, and have, therefore, adopted him as the sponsor for our weekly sheet 
of pleasant i n s t ru~ t i on .~~  

Mr. Punch's stated mission was one of social justice through the unmasking of the cruelties and 

hypocrisies that condemned many of the Queen's subjects to lives of abject misery and 

57~unch  re resents an historicall -specific instance of the carnivalesque, in which the middle-class market 
demanded g e  '' entrification" odhe ancient tradition of the "grotesque". See Peter Stalleybrass' and Allon White's 
The Poetics ancff'olitics o Transgression (London; MeFuen, 1986) for an overview of how the expression of the 
grotesque 'and the carniv d esque has changed over bme in modem western culture. 

5 8 ~ o r  a deep analysis of how jokes and the comic work upon the human syche, and of their use of materials from 
the larger culture, see Si mund Freud's, Jokes and Their Relation to the bnconscious, James Strachey led. & 
trans], (New York: w.\$ Norton. 1960). 

59Mikhail Bakhtin has undertaken a thorough analysis of this tradition, a form of counter-discourse that relies on 
body imagery and the vulgarization of official discourse through the he lau hter of the crowd. These matters 
are taken up in the next chapter. See Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and His or1 [tr. H. Iwolsky] (Cambridge, Mass.: 
MIT Press, 1968). 

Y? B 
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suffering. His targets were to be "[tlhe noble in his robes and coronet-the beadle in his gaudy 

livery of scarlet, and purple, and gold-the dignitary in the fulness of his p o m p t h e  

demagogue in the triumph of his hollowness"-in other words, aristocrats, bureaucrats and 

politicians. Equally important was Mr. Punch's attitude toward the gentle sex. Drawing 

attention to his propensity over the centuries to beat his puppet wife, the writer offered this 

paternalistic disclaimer: 

We are afraid our prototype is no favourite with the ladies. Punch is (and we 
reluctantly admit the fact) a Malthusian in principle and somewhat of a domestic 
tyrant; for his conduct is at times harsh and ungentlemanly to Mrs. P.....But as we 
never look for perfection in human nature, it is too much to expect in wood. We 
wish it to be understood that we repudiate such principles and conduct. We have 
a Judy of our own, and a little Punchininny that commits innumerable 
improprieties; but we fearlessly aver that we never threw him out of window; nor 

.belaboured the lady with a stick---even of the size allowed by law.61 

The person of Mr. Punch allowed the Punch staff writers and cartoonists to attack and critique 

the social institutions so confidently and elegantly constructed in the pages of the ILN. Even the 

twin Victorian pillars of monarchy and virtuous womanhood, as personified by Queen Victoria, 

were not immune to the satirical arrows and daggers of the fictional Mr. Punch, who was always 

careful to couch his attack in such a way as to avoid accusations of libel. Much of his humour 

relied on the subjugation of women in Victorian society, and it is therefore no accident that 

much of the imagery of Queen Victoria focused on her femininity, but from a vantage point of 

fantasy and fictional space. Images of the Queen in Punch all share this space, although it could 

be used to make two distinct kinds of statements about the monarch-either cornic/critical and 

serious/laudatory. Before turning to this taxonomy of humorous and serious imagery, however, 

consider the gender ramifications of this kind of text's fantasy geography. 

Whether it targeted Queen Victoria's privileged position and the institution of monarchy 

or appropriated these for its own rhetorical use, Punch launched its polernic from the realm of 

allegory, a wholly defensible position whether the intent was to solicit a guffaw or a gasp from 

6 1 ~ u n c h ,  July 17, 1841, p. 1. 



readers. This representational extraction or abstraction of the Queen into a fictional geography 

allowed for the kind of criticism that, within mainstream periodicals at least, could not be aimed 

directly at the monarchy. Marina Warner has defined allegory as a species of metaphor that 

draws much of its strength from the opposition of the symbolic and temporal universes.62 

Paradoxically, the power and prevalence of the female body in allegory is tied to a 

corresponding social subordination of women. The false designation of women and nature as 

"other", as somehow dwelling outside of culture, imbues the female body with erotic qualities 

that empower this form of visual rhetoric. Again and again, historians of culture have linked the 

symbolic and political orders, showing in each of these conceptual realms objectifiable entities 

(entities that are different from the civilized male body) are chosen to represent all that is 

virtuous in the cosmos. For this reason, the male figure is rarely used to connote abstract 

principles. 

This is not to say, however, that we should confuse allegory with reality, or suppose that 

actual women were necessarily considered to contain the virtues of their allegorical sisters.63 In 

the nineteenth-century it was primarily culturally-enfranchised men, such as the proprietors, 

editors, and writers of Punch and the ILN, who defined the contents of allegory, although these 

meanings could be inverted and re-appropriated for entirely different purposes. The "other" 

used for allegorical purposes was almost always an idealized figure of "woman", for the image 

of a young female body tends to spirit the viewer away from the abstract realm of politics into a 

less rational universe of physical sensation and sentiment. The illusion of allegory, in which the 

erotic female figure represents the beautiful and the good, transcends mere symbolization to 

function as a form of persuasion. Depending on the mode of representation, allegorical images 

of the Queen could symbolize different ideological climates or atmospheres, and both the IWV 

62~ee Marina Warner, Monuments and Maidens: The Allegory of the Female Form (New York: Atheneum, 1985). 

63ibid. In the chapter "Engendered Images", Warner points out that while Latin abstract nouns were often 
feminine, the active agent nouns deriving from them were always masculine. 



and Punch used this device. However, unlike its more reverent competitor, whenever Punch 

fashioned an allegorical setting for this most exalted of Englishwomen, it was usually in the 

form of a velvet-gloved critique of both her position and her person. What follows is an 

overview of various sub-genres of that comic/critical imagery. 

The first major representation of Queen Victoria appeared in its issue for the week 

ending September 5, 1841 [fig. 14].64 From the very beginning, Punch focused on Queen 

Victoria's body-in 1841 terms, this meant the featuring of her youth, her modesty, and above 

all, her reproductive acumen. "The Letter of Introduction" is a case in point, with its subtle air 

of sexual foreboding. Here Queen Victoria, by the demure lines of her dress, is presented as a 

chaste young upper-class woman. The male figure represents Sir Robert Peel, the incoming 

Tory prime minister, also a member of the upper-classes, but in some way suspect, as is 

evidenced by the cautious snuffling of the Queen's dog. The sexual undertones are understated 

here, but communicated by several clues included by the cartoonist. Because she is seated at a 

desk, surrounded by various accoutrements of writing, the reader is to know that Peel has 

entered, perhaps uninvited, into the private chambers of the Queen, a space far removed from 

the public sphere. The reader would have to be familiar with previous Punch "pencillings" to 

know at a glance that this was a representation of a meeting between a self-styled liberal 

monarch and her newly-elected conservative prime minister.65 Peel is recognizable only as an 

English gentleman, and the Queen lacks any of the emblems that signify sovereignty. It is 

crucial to this instance of political critique that she be seen to be oblivious to the rights and 

privileges that pertain to the monarchy. 

6 4 ~ u n c h ,  September 5, 1841, p. 91. 
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The feminine modesty and youth of the queen symbolizes Whig politics, while the 

incipient danger posed by the incoming Tories is signified in the dog's careful olfactory 

appraisal of Peel's presence. To see how this works, we must now turn to the text which *his 

image is meant to illustrate. In a dramatization of their first meeting, Peel is cast as an applicant 

for the open post of premier of the nation. Queen Victoria apes the concern of the royal hound 

in her aside to the audience: "I don't much like the looks of the fellow-that affectation of 

simplicity is evidently intended to conceal the real cunning of his character."66 As 

representative of all that is virtuous in "woman," the Queen is also made to represent all that is 

virtuous in politics-according to Punch in 1841, that meant the outgoing Whig government.67 

Clearly aligned with the "good," Queen Victoria sits defeated in opposition to the nefariousness 

of the Tory leader, head of that group designated by Punch to be the upholders of out-dated, 

immoral, and anti-democratic principles of aristocratic privilege and nepotism: 

The Queen.-Then the majority of my subjects are to be rendered miserable 
for the advantage of the few'? 

Sir Robert.-That's the principle of all good governments. Besides, cheap 
bread would be no benefit to the masses, for wages would be lower.68 

This reading of the first image Punch devoted to the Queen illustrates how the politics of the 

day could be couched in terms of gender categories, as well as how a fictional space clears the 

way for otherwise socially-unacceptable commentary. Over the years, Punch continued to 

divide its critique of the practices and expense of the monarchy between representations of the 

6 6 ~ u n c h ,  September 5,1841, p. 90. 
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Queen as woman and the Queen as sovereign. Between 1841 and 186 1, more than sixty images 

pertaining to the Royal Family or to the Monarchy assisted Punch in its efforts to turn the real 

world upside down in ways that would entertain rather than offend. 

Another allegorical image entitled "The Royal Red Riding Hood, and the Ministerial 

Wolf' (fig. 15)b9 appeared in the very next issue of Punch. The fall of the Whig government 

outraged Mr. Punch, whose hostility to the incoming Tories/Conservatives manifested itself in 

the transformation of their leader into a slathering wolf, intent on eating up the "goodies" 

traditionally conferred by the Crown to its ministers. Partisan politics aside, this early 

"pencilling" also characterized the Queen as a pubescent innocent roaming about the woods, 

unaware of the danger posed by her lupine minister. The sexual danger connoted by the 

minister's bestial disguise would have been apparent to many of Punch's readers, without 

transgressing the limitations of early Victorian morality. The outline of Windsor Castle in the 

background identifies the nursery rhyme character as the Queen, and the basket she carries as 

the container of the privileges that inhere in her sovereign body. This image is one of the few 

that expliditly target the Queen's partisanship and political influence. By sexualizing her in this 

way, however, a more subtle message is sent about the young Queen Victoria's vulnerability as 

mere woman, and the need for a strong, incorruptible masculine political influence. We must 

remember that by this time Prince Albert had come under fire, not only for his German 

background, but also because of his position as Prince Consort to the Queen, a subordinate role 

that would have diminished his virility in the eyes of many Victorians. 

Where the ILN applauded the Queen as a living instance of the feminine ideal, many of 

Punch's images upbraided her for the very same reasons, usually in terms of her maternal 

capacities. "A Royal Nursery Rhyme for 1860" (fig. 16)70 sagely predicts the Queen's frequent 

69~unch ,  September 12, 1841, p. 103. 

70ibid., 1843 "014, p. 17. 



pregnancies and their financial drain on the public coffers. As Dorothy Thompson and others 

have shown, a critique of the Queen's seemingly endless fecundity became a typical republican 

mode of attack on the costs of a monarchy to the nation.71 The more disciplinary aspects of 

maternal power are represented in "The Holiday Letter" (fig. 17),72 in which Punch has the 

Queen scolding the inactivity of government leaders reticent to plan for war with the Russian 

Tsar. For its effect, the spoof relies on the dour moral authority attributed to the Victorian 

woman school-mistress or governess. Femininity in any form could potentially be characterized 

as a liability, and the Queen did not escape this implicit critique of the deficiencies of her 

gender. What set her apart from other women and their representational fate was the fact of her 

sovereignty. Often what one finds is that images of Queen Victoria were placed alongside 

seemingly unrelated images and text containing the kind of critique against women that could 

not be expressed overtly against the Queen in a middle-class periodical. In the early years, 

feminine naivety and caprice could be appealed to, especially in the case of the Queen, whose 

administrative abilities ,seemed to have escaped Punch's notice. Both "The Writing Lesson" and 

"The Queen Dissolving Parliament" (figs. 18, 19)73 position Her Majesty as an incompetent and 

whimsical interloper in the public affairs of men. Barring the years of seclusion following the 

Prince Consort's death, Queen Victoria was often faulted by her ministers and the press for her 

emotional attachment to certain governments and not others, and for her tendency to interfere in 

foreign affairs. It is sometimes difficult to tell whether Punch mocked women themselves or the 

cultural construction of "woman." Certainly the perception of female "narcissism" and women's 

taste for fashions presented a perpetual target for Punch's barbs (fig. 20).74 On the other hand, 

some women's eschewal of self-adornment was also seen as a sign of feminine deficiency. 

71~hompson, Queen Victoria, p. 98. 

7 2 ~ u n c h ,  1854, vol. 27, p. 35. 

73ibid, 1847. 
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Images of women who in anyway exhibited signs of independence or presented obstacles to 

male appropriations provided Punch with instant targets of ridicule (fig. 2 l).75 

Serious-minded images of the Queen constitute a second major taxonomic category in 

Punch, although these occur far less often than humourous images. This makes sense, in that 

Punch considered itself first and foremost as an entertainment weekly, but it also felt no 

compunction about appropriating positive images of a monarch it usually ta~nted .~6 The 

frequency of comical representations seems to have tapered off after 1856 and the disaster in the 

Crimea. In just a year and nine months time the image "0 Gods of Battle" had seen Queen 

Titania of the Fairies transformed into the most anguished of all of England's mothers [figs. 22, 

23).77 After this period, allegorical royal images tended to be more serious in tone and featured 

the  been in more matronly roles than before. This shift in representational mode may reflect 

the fact that, as she matured and her family grew ever larger, it became increasingly difficult to 

characterize the Queen as a young, attractive, and sexually-potent-but-contained woman. This 

type of image is dealt with in much greatdr detail in the final chapter of the thesis. 

Changes in royal imagery over the years of this study occur in terms of breadth of scope 

as well as in content and tone-serious-minded images appear more often as the Queen ages and 

the British political consciousness reaches outside of its borders. Images of the Queen in the 

1840s were limited for the most part to a localized milieu. For the most part, early images were 

concerned with domestic issues, such as the plight of the Lrish (fig. 24).78 These tended to 

concentrate on the familial aspects of the Royal Family, and even in the face of Punch's satire, 

75~rom Punch's Almnack, 1851. 

7 6 ~ e e  the final chapter for a deep analysis of one such "serious-minded image. It is in this type of imagery that the 
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they work in the interests of the solidification of middle-class sensibilities. Later, and especially 

after the Great Exhibition, images of the Queen became increasingly imperialistic, reaching out 

to establish the dominance of British middle-class values throughout the world. 

Like the ILN, Punch writers and cartoonists tended to target both the femininity and the 

sovereignty of the Queen. While there is no direct correlation between their representational 

practices, it can be argued that Punch images often functioned to expose the construction of 

cultural mythologies in the ILN's representations of the Queen. On the face of it, Punch appears 

to be deconstructive or critical of the "myths" so central to the culture of industrial capitalism, 

but its potentially subversive stance was always temporary-in Punch neither class nor sexual 

revolution is ever seriously entertained. . 



Chapter I11 

Ideology, Transgression and the Queen 

This chapter establishes some of the similarities and contrasts between the realism of the 

ILN and the satire and parody of Punch. Each journal in its own way contributed to the 

emergence of the modern cult sensibilities that have thus far ensured the survival of an otherwise 

outmoded British monarchy. Following a brief discussion on issues of readership, a deeper 

analysis of periodical royal imagery shows precisely how even humorous representations of the 

Queen worked, in this era at least, not to disparage monarchy but rather to reinforce its necessity 

in English cultural life. 

By 184 1, the English periodical readership had become fragmented into distinct, although 

sometimes overlapping audiences, and periodical publications increasingly participated in this 
I articulation of "the crowd."l At least three distinguishable groups were being created during this ' 

period, but the ideological tenor of Punch and the ILN would not have appealed to a radical I 

readership, and their cost would have priced them out of the range of most working-class people.2 

While it proves difficult to explore the hermeneutic practices of their individual readers, or even 

the demographics of their largely middle-class readerships, it is possible to remark upon the 

ideological dynamic between readers and their texts. Jon Klancher has noted that, "[iln the early 

nineteenth-century, writers and readers of [periodicals] became highly self-conscious about 

interpreting, constituting and struggling over signs. They were equally absorbed in the problem 

of social hierarchy, class structure, and the refashioning of a status-conscious society of "ranks" 

typical of the eighteenth century into the more modern, lateral solidarities and conflicts of social 

lsee Jon P. Klancher, The Making of English Reading Audiences, 1790-1832, (Madison, Wisconsin: University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1987). 
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class in the nineteenth."3 As this process occurred, the result was a stratification of periodicals 

based not so much on their differing contents but on their tone, their cost, and the "dividing 

practices" of their language. This is not to say that readers were not intensely engaged with the 

contents of the periodicals they purchased, or that reader's contributions were not welcomed, but 

with periodicals whose 1843 circulation figures exceeded 40,000, the more intimate practices of 

the eighteenth century were no longer possible nor economically desirableP 

We can see this process in the waning of reader contributions and the rise of reader 

response. The textual practice of "Letters to the Editor," a communal exchange of meaning 

between writers and readers that characterized the journals of the eighteenth century, faded in the 

years ;receding the generation of mass and middle-class periodicals that spawned the ILN and 

Punch. Their emphasis on illustrations and the size and diversity of their readership meant that the 

one-on-one relationship between editorlauthor and reader had shifted to one of corporate producer 

and anonymous consumer. The ILN did not completely dispense with the tradition of reader as 
1 

author, and the magazine's editors occasionally replied to letters in a column entitled "To 

Correspondents," but this appeared sporadically throughout the year and never became a regular 

ILN feature. The issue for August 5, 1843 contains a good example of a small column addressed 

to readers whose anonymity remains largely intact? We can extrapolate from the text to discover 

something about the concerns (if not the demographics) of these more vocal representatives of the 

ILN's readership. This nugget of editorial commentary suggests that readers looked to the 

magazine not just for "objective" information, but also for guidance on ways to arrive at an in- 

formed analysis of world events and cultural affairs. For instance, "J.K." of Aberdeen sent a 

3~lancher, English Reading Audiences, p. 7 .  

4~lt ick,  English Common Reader, p. 394. 
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letter inquiring as to the literary worth of a contemporary poet, while "A Constant  reader"'^ query 

merely solicited the stark rejoinder, "Protestant" 

Many of the comments, however, belie the existence of a sometimes critical and engaged 

readership. One reader, referring to himself as "A Lover of Truth", objected to the ILN's feature 

on astrology as just another form of quackery."6 "Observator", "Smith Smith", "H.D. Griffiths" 

and "E.T.C." were other readers who felt compelled to correct the factual errata of previous 

issues. The bulk of correspondents, however, seem to have been more interested in becoming 

contributors to the magazine, and the editors' selection or rejection of their contributions presented 

another way of limiting the kind of information and commentary disseminated to the larger ILN 

readership. In this week's column, the editors advised "G.L." to send his score to a music 

publisher, declined "A"'s poetry, and thanked "T.T." for a contribution for which no room was 

available. A Mr. Bateman, on the other hand, merited an invitation to "send the drawing, and 

explain the nature of his inventionV.7 A sadder fate awaited "G.B.F." and "E.F' whose works 

entitled respectively "The Blind Boy to His Mother" and "Flowers" were rejected with only one 

word- "ineligible." 

In Mr. Punch's imaginary world, readership response was as likely to be invented as not, 

but still played a part in the privileging of certain truths over others. One such "response" found 

fault with Punch's lop-sided critique of gender differences, and offered "her" own polernic of 

male behaviour instead, although Mr. Punch made sure to trivialize her invective by its 

introduction of the piece: ""Fallacies of the Gentlemen.": By a lady who knows them all too 

well."8 Gender issues provided Punch with material throughout the years, and although the 

cultural construction of gender was at least addressed there, we will see that no serious critique of 

6 1 ~ ~ ,  August 5, 1843, p. 86. 
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the subordination of women was ever extended in its pages. These few examples show how the 

ILN functioned as a site of contested cultural meanings, consensually-endowed with the power to 

authorize certain interpretations of the world and to exclude others. In the case of Punch, the 

effect was the same but the means different. Because the readerships of Punch and the ILN 

overlapped to some extent, we need to know how two seemingly disparate views on the 

monarchy could be contained within a middle-class sensibility. Therefore, the question of how 

meanings were produced around the central figure of the Queen for a middle-class audience must 

take into consideration the context in which the image appeared. 

Royail Imagery in Context 

In her study of nineteenth-century working-class illustrated periodicals, Patricia Anderson 

argued that the meaning of periodical images can change as a result of a shift in context, that is as 

a result of a change in place and time of dissernination.9 By the l84Os, large numbers of a 

diverse British population now had access to royal imagery and this coloured the way in which the 

monarchy was portrayed as well as in the meanings it could now produce. A royal portrait, for 

instance, could not have the same meaning in both the Royal Academy and in the pages of an ILN 

supplement.10 Because of his basic assertion that historical context counts in our assessment of 

cultural artefacts, I have applied some of Roland Barthes' ideas to get at the meanings imbedded in 

illustrative royal imagery. 

See Patricia Anderson, The Printed Image and the Transformation o Popular Culture 1790-1860 (Oxford: 

R I l  Clarendon Press, 1991), p. 58-60. Her analysis of the image "The ying Gladiator" in Penny Magazine (1833) 
underlines the ways inw . ch an qtique sculpture takes one new meanings when represented within the context of a 
nmeteenth-century pendcal  and IS readership. 
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Barthes's methodology proceeds with the assumption that an image always carries at least 

three meanings.11 First, there is the literal meaning of the image, which is formed from the actual 

lines and their distribution upon the pages-this does not change as long as the image remains 

unaltered, no matter what the context. This meaning is as close as one can come to a "natural" or 

denotative meaning of the image, but it is important even at this level to consider such issues as 

editorial choice of subject matter and, in the case of Punch, artistic license.12 Second, even a 

minor shift in context can substantially modify an image's message-it is no accident that the 

I N S  fashion illustrations occurred in its back pages, with representations of royalty toward the 

front.13 Victorian readers came to these images with basic cultural assumptions that already 

asched positive and negative value to terms such as high, low, back, and front. In the case of 

illustrated periodicals, the text that accompanies the images constitutes the second or connotative 

meaning of the image. We shall see that the general connotative message of class superiority that 

was produced in middle-class magazines affected the way in which the monarchy would be 

represented there. In the pages of the ILN, the art of engraving was assigned as much a teaching 

role as it was an aesthetic role-art stood for culture and civilization, and the ILN saw itself as a 

primary agent of this civilizing process. Images of the Queen in this context did not so much 

proclaim her power over her subjects as it reinforced middle-class values already existent in 

readers who emulated the virtues for which she stood. 

l ~ o r  the theoretical ounding of these concepts, I have referred to Roland Barthes's Mythologies (New York: 
Noonda Press, 11958 1988) . 109-159; as well as his "Rhetoric of the Image" in lmge l  Music1 Text (New York: 
Hill andWang, 1977) pp.32-ff 
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For insight into its connotative meaning or underlying message, an image must be 

analyzed within ever-widening circles of its social and cultural context. It is therefore necessary to 

be precise about where, when, and why an image came to appear in the ILN, for the socio-cultural 

context of an image taken from an 1861 issue would differ from the earliest images of the 1840s. 

Overall, however, images that appeared in the I W  between 1842 and 186 1 circulated in a cultural 

milieu that had yet to become obsessed with the monarchy. A mass-fetishizing of the Crown 

would not occur until the end of the century, and, in the early years at least, the ILN had its 

editorial hands full trying to represent royalty to a newly-monied class, at once suspicious and 

envious of aristocracy, and with high moral expectations of the Sovereign. That the Queen be 

seen to embody all the virtues of Victorian ideals of femininity was crucial to positive 

representations of her. This means that throughout the period of this study, the sign "Queen 

Victoria" as it is constructed in the ILN, will send a message about monarchy that is almost 

always couched in terms of a code of femininity that was essential in the articulation of the rniddle- I 
I 

class itself. 

In the next image (fig. 25), note its immediate context, that is, its placement within the 

periodical and the surrounding images and text.14 In February 184.4, the editors saw fit to 

sandwich details of the conspiracy trial of the Irish "traitor" Daniel 07Connell between engraving 

of the London skyline and a recently-erected statue of the Queen. Although the text appended to 

the image indicates its discontinuity with the O'Connell story, it is difficult to miss the framing of 

this tale of treason within the parameters of secular law (as signified by the distinctive architecture 

of the City) and of sacred duty. In England, the power of Westminster depends both rhetorically 

and constitutionally on a social hierarchy headed by the Crown. It follows that a bid to dismantle 

- the national body should be seen as an affront to its essence, the Queen: 

... the particular course of agitation which has followed the footsteps of Daniel 
07ConneU, and marked the present epoch of heland's history, with so many 

- - 

1 4 1 ~ ~ ,  February 17, 1844, pp. 97-98. 



elements of storm, is declared a crime against the Crown, a conspiracy against the 
English Throne and people ...I5 

Nowhere is the name or title of the Queen invoked in the course of this diatribe against the Irish 

agitators, but the connotative meaning of the critique is made clear even to those unfamiliar to 

Britain's political terrain by virtue of the illustrations and the contents of the adjacent text. 

O'Connell's assault appeared doubly heinous by making visible its unspoken target, Her Royal 

Majesty, and by following that story with one that explicitly sang the Queen's praises. Drawn 

from the descriptive article on the erection of the first statue of the new Queen that directly follows 

the O'Connell story, the following passage is worth quoting at length for its attempt to conflate 

Queen Victoria's sovereignty with her femininity: 

It must not be supposed, however, that this statue is a mere abstraction-on the 
contrary, it conveys a strong and satisfying likeness of her most gracious Majesty. 
The Sovereign is represented seated on a throne with the diadem on her brow, 
representing that worn by her on all state occasions; her right hand grasps the 
sceptre, and her left leans on the orb; the head is slightly inclined towards the 
right, and rises naturally from the bust, which is exquisitely soft and rounded, and 
admirably relieved by the flowing drapery falling in massive folds around the 
lower portion of the figure .... In the Edinburgh Evening Post, the attitude and 
expression are much commended for their graceful dignity. "But at the same time," 
adds the editor, "we see an English lady; and accordingly the areist has conveyed 
that sweet and placid smile which marks the feminine character in its elevated 
aspect. The entire statue is thus imbued with aU the majesty which belongs to the 
office of Sovereign, rendered interesting and attractive by the gentle and natural 
expression which belongs to the woman. It is, in fact, impossible to look upon 
this production without admiration and love, a sentiment which has been freely 
and warmly expressed by all who have seen it.16 

By using the rhetoric of emotion that runs rife in "Prospects of Ireland," the ILN's partisanship 

could be cloaked in the affectionate language reserved for the monarchy; and, by using the Queen, 

the proprietors of the IW could play politics while seeming to function as mere commentators. 

Whatever its party loyalties, however, its use of gendered language and concepts was crucial to 

the meaning of the I W ' s  invective against those who would disturb the peace. By ascribing a 

feminine value to the throne, the state could be positioned as masculine and duty-bound to protect 

15ibid., p. 97 
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the honour of the Crown. This semiotic analysis of a single image was undertaken to show the 

ideological riches buried within ILN representations of royalty, and to illustrate the difficulty of 

separating the Queen's sovereignty from her femininity. In these instances, the body of the Queen 

is used for political work, to underwrite the power of the Throne by appeals to her femininity. 

Immediate context matters, but so does the historical context of a given image. In 185 1, 

the year of the Great Exhibition, images of royal spectacle raised the profile of the monarchy in 

terms particular to the time and place of their dissemination. To represent the Queen in 185 1 

meant justifying the hierarchies of gender, race, and class through which industrial capitalism was 

seen to thrive.17 A heavily choreographed piece such as that staged at the opening of the Great 

~xhhi t ion,  taken together with the intent and skill of the ILN production team, could produce a 

spectrum of political and moral meanings on a single piece of newsprint. If it was in the latter half 

of George III's reign that the exaltedness of the Crown began to be expressed in terms of 

domestic metaphors, we can see in many of the ILN images how the exaltedness of the Home was 

being expressed in political terms.18 

The technical and artistic staff of the ILN worked feverishly over the week following May 

1, 185 1 to ensure that the magazine's pictorial coverage of opening day at the Great Exhibition 

would precede and outshine any similar efforts by their competitors. One two-page spread 

entitled "Opening of the Great Exhibition" (fig. 26) featured a serpentine column of ornately- 

dressed dignitaries, a highly stylized representation to modem eyes though a sophisticated attempt 

to record the "truth" in early nineteenth-century terms. Only seven women, including Queen 

Victoria and the Princess Royal, take part in the procession while more than fifty men, including 

Prince Albert and the Prince of Wales, attend them. The Royal Family occupies the middle of the 

top half of the image-that they are followed by the women distinguishes them as a family group 

1 7 ~ s  Barthes ints out in Mythologies, the role of such myths is not so much to make reality disappear as it is to 
diston that re&&. 
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from the long line of male dignitaries that precedes them. Two of the male dignitaries walk 

backwards, bowing as they face the Royals and demarcating the separation between symbolic and 

political space. All male members of the procession wear various types of ceremonial garb, but 

the women's heads are bare, decorated only with flowers, and all are dressed in low dkcolletage 

and light colours. The Queen is differentiated only by a small crown and the riband worn across 

one shoulder The men appear in various types of uniform, with ornate hats in hand and swords 

at their side, although one sub-grouping clearly consists of foreign officials in national costume. 

Framing the top of the page, against the background of the Great Exhibition, a multitude of 

spectators strains for a clear view of the proceedings. Most of these are women, draped in their 

long day shawls and bonnets and barricaded behind a low wall-both dress and space separate 

them from the royal women. No text accompanies the image, and the viewer would have had to 

have access to the issue of May 3, 185 1 in order to identify the members of the procession. To 

most readers the names, other than those of the Royal Family and the Duke of Wellington, would 

have meant nothing, but the most important aspect of these double-page engravings was 

accomplished in their overall effect of grandeur and sovereignty. A royal procession must always 

be seen to amount to more than a sum of its parts. 

The ILN devoted almost one-tenth of the May 10 issue to an exhaustive account of the 

progress of the cort2ge and of the opening of the Great Exhibition, going far beyond the 

description and identification of dignitaries in an attempt to evoke the strange atmosphere of 

majesty and "togetherness" that filled the great glass hall that day. The report itself was situated in 

the theatre section of the I W ,  where the events of the day were presented as a mixture of 

entertainment and solemn state occasion. The text explains that the procession occurred well into 

a lengthy mass spectacle that consisted of thousands of British subjects and foreign visitors 

cheering the Royal Family as they left Buckingham Palace, drove up Rotten Row in an open 

carriage for all to view, solemnly entered the Crystal Palace, and ascended the temporary dais 

erected for the ceremonial in the British section of the great mall. Queen Victoria's presence at the 



culmination of her beloved husband's grand vision cemented the proposed social arrangements 

embedded in the theme of the great ''Family of Man" and the achievement of world peace through 

a celebration of the "Lndustry of all Nations."19 Prince Albert's deep involvement in the 

conception and construction of the Great Exhibition, and his presentation of it to his wife that 

day-the gift of a husband to a wife-symbolized a consolidation of new forms of power 

relations. In an increasingly secular and constitutional political realm that was seen to explicitly 

privilege kinship ties of affection even as it implicitly continued to revere the ancient blood-ties of 

sovereign power, Queen Victoria personified elements of both. 

This image was selected for the statements it makes about Victorian royal ceremonial, 

femae monarchs, definitions of gender, and class-lines. This grand ceremonial, set in a Glass 

Palace hung with medieval banners, in which the entire world is signified by its goods, claims 

British hegemony over time and space.20 More than that, it confirms modem middle-class goals 

and values by the presence of the historical symbol of the British nation, the Queen, combined 

with an erasure of any evidence of the social inequities required by the capitalist project of 

progress. The procession is led by men in heraldic costume, men who have no other official ties 

to the Court than their association with Prince Albert in the planning of the Great Exhibition-the 

workers and exhibitors are absent.21 There had been fears that a public display of wealth, 

wonders and majesty on such a grand scale would incite the class riots that had threatened the 

19~his rhetoric of famil values and industrialization was repeated in many sources other than the ILN.  Prince Albert 
used it himself, as did t K e Observer and the Westminster Quarterly Review (1850), .90. For an account of how the 

B R tensions of the early years of Queen Victoria's rei n became subsumed withrn this r etoric, see Thomas Richards, 
The Commodity Culture of Victorian England: A vertising and Spectacle, 1851-1914 (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford 
University Press, 1990) W m h e  social unrest of the 1830s and 1840's becomes a simple misunderstanding, 
not a fact, but an enpr. &e p y  of the Exhibition was not to mark any one event but to act as a historical 
correchve to this misunderstan g...." 

20~ichards, The Commodity.Cultu[e of Victorian En land, p .25-26: "...the exhibition layout essentially balkmized 
the rest of the world$pjechng a kmd of eopolmakmap o& world half occupied by England, half occupied by a f collection of princip hes vying for the le tover space." 

211LN, 1851, vol. 1, .448. "At two o'clock on Wednesday, according to notices duly given, the interior of the 
Crystal Palace was creared of exhibitors and their assistants ...." 



social order in 1848, and officials also feared foreign as~assins.2~ Punch produced its own 

caricature of the Royal Procession, dismissing middle-class fears of the lower orders with a wry 

comment on the high status and wealth of the actual crowd gathered in the inner chamber (fig. 27): 

"Beyond comparison, the most gratifying incident of the day was the promenade 
of the the Queen and Prince, holding by the hand their two eldest children, through 
the whole lower range of the building. It was a magnificent lesson for the 
foreigners-and especially for the Prussian princes, who cannot stir abroad 
without an armed escort-to see how securely a young female Sovereign and her 
family could walk in the closest possible contact, near enough to be touched by 
almost everyone, with five-and-twenty thousand people, selected from no class, 
and requiring only the sum of forty-two shillings as a qualification for the nearest 
proximity with royalty.* 

Signified in the course of the procession was what the English considered to be a superior attitude 

to sdvereip power. Unlike the French, they did not kill or otherwise depose their monarchs- 

instead the Crown and the People had reached out in a civilized, mutual embrace of family values 

that circumvented the atrocities and instability brought on by revolution. 

Other than the aristocrat's gardener-turned-architect Joseph Paxton, many of the actual 

procession belonged to the upper echelons of a class that depended on free enterprise and 

exploitation of human labour for its ever-increasing power. The presence of the Queen silently 

attests to the gradual passage of the old criteria of blood-ties for social status and wealth. Political 

power now resided in the constitutional "body politic", dispersed in the bodies of men like these, 

men whose civil status depended as much on their ability to amass capital as it did in their abiity 

to physically and morally differentiate themselves from the lower classes, primitive savages, an 

immoral aristocracy and women. Following the heralds in the procession are the foreign 

commissioners, middle- and upper-class men from other nations responsible for several of the 

smaller exhibits in the fair. The fact that many of the countries represented at the Great Exhibition 

22~hether these fears were well-founded is uestionable. Although the middle- and u er-class f+ of "mob" had 
increased since the Reform Bill riots of the 1 1 30s and the European revolutions of the ri40s there IS much evidence to 
show that these fears were pla ed u n by opponents of the h c e  Consort and his et pro'vt. See Monica Charlot, 
Victoria : The Young Queen (6xfforf~an cambnd e: B a d  Blackwell. 1991). p. 338 md dlles St. Aubyn, Queen 
Victoria: A Portrail (London: Sinclair Stevenson. f991), p. 230. 

23~unch ,  1851, (image) p. 190, (text) p. 240. 



were dominions of Great Britain ensured that half of the floor space of the Crystal Palace was 

devoted to English goods: "If visitors expected the foreign half of the Crystal Palace to measure 

up to the English half, they must have sorely disappointed ... Next to the virtual encyclopedia of 

manufactured objects crammed into the English half, the foreign half looked like a dishevelled 

cabinet of c~r ios i t ies ."~~ The prominent Chinese "dignitary" was actually a serendipitous 

interloper, an entrepreneur come to London and paying his way by charging money for 

Londoners to board and examine his junk moored on the Thames. His presence did not disrupt 

the solemnity of the occasion, but instead was used by the ILN to underline the sense of warmth 

and fraternity so on show that day: "We must also remember the droll Chinese Mandarin amongst 

thePoreign Ambassadors and Ministers, who swayed along from side to side, those before and 

those behind him leaving a pretty full berth for his comical progress."25 

This great capitalist/cultural project, one that promised to bind the world in peaceful 

relations through the gathering of the "industry of all nations," required that all members of the 

new world society know their place within it. In international terms this meant that England, by 

virtue of its advanced technology and rationalized fiee-market economy, would take precedence.26 

In domestic terms, it meant that the spirit of entrepreneurship would take precedence over the 

older political orders of religious and sovereign power. The procession signifies the architecture 

of a new social order through the medium of a choreographed piece in which living examples of 

the autonomous, rational man are followed by representatives of the Church, the constitutional 

government, the military, and the Royal family. Moreover, Victoria follows her husband, whose 

24~ichards, The Commodity Culture of Victorian England, p. 25. 

2 5 1 ~ ~ ,  1851, vol. 1,  p. 449. 

26~ngland's most rapid period of indusaialization occurred between the 1830s and the 1850s-the railroads took off 
during this era. This was also a time of great economic and social strife for many Britons. Paradoxically, although a 
utili~arian ideal of political economy cherished by most landowners1 liticians was put forth in this era, it took 
widespread starvaflon to prompt the repeal of the Corn Laws in 184r For this and other explanations of eighteenth- 
and nmeteenth-century British economic history, I have referred extensively to Trevor May, An Economic and Social 
History of Britain 1760-1970 (New York: Longman, 1987), p. 102. 



court uniform visually assigns him the sovereign power he lacks as Prince-Consort, and they 

cling to their children as he represents the division between public and private space, between the 

Royal family and the representatives of commerce and politics (the fraternity to which Albert now 

belongs). This image may be seen as a representation of the new middle-class cosmos, in that it 

symbolically relegates the Crown to the political space reserved for women in middle-class 

families. The Royal family occupies that space in the image reserved for the female spectators, 

non-active members of families whose calling it is to efface their individuality to provide spiritual 

and affectionate support for the rational male individuals whose duty it is to protect, represent, 

and serve them through their worldly endeavours. Increasingly throughout the nineteenth 

cebtury, the most favourable metaphorical light in which to represent the Crown was as morally 

influential Wife to the politically active State. That Victoria was a woman rendered this a fairly 

simple exercise. 

Other than a few soon-abandoned forays into the comedic and satirical realm more proper 

to Punch, the shape and content of the ILN stood the test of time, altering little over the period of 

this study. The inaugural issue will serve as the model for this mini-analysis of the discursive 

construction of cultural hierarchies, not least of all because the proprietors of the ILN were open 

and explicit about the domesticating purposes and power of illustrative art: 

[The early illustrative periodical, meant for the working classes] walked abroad 
amongst the people, went into the poorer cottages, and visited the humblest home 
in cheap guises, and, perhaps, in roughish forms; but still with the illustrative and 
the instructive principle strongly worked upon, and admirably developed for the 
general improvement of the human race .... We are, by the publication of this very 
newspaper, launching this giant vessel of illustration into a channel the broadest 
and the widest that it has ever dared to stem .... The public will have henceforth 
under their glance and within their grasp, the very form and presence of events as 
they transpire, in all their substantial reality.Z7 

Right from the beginning, a hierarchy of "reality" is established, beginning with the public space 

of foreign and domestic politics: 



[alnd reader, let me open some of the detail of this great intention to your 
view ... Begin, par example, with the highest region of newspaper literature-the 
Political .... In the realm of diplomacy, in the architecture of foreign policy, we can 
give you every trick of the great Babel that other empires are seeking to level or to 
raise .... Is there Peace'? then shall its arts, implements and manufactures be spread 
upon our page ... Is there War'? then shall its seat and actions be laid naked before 
the e ~ e . 2 ~  

Clearly, the I W s  intent is constructive, in that its goal is to assemble and then make sense of the 

diverse data increasingly available as a result of technological innovations in printing, travel, and 

telecommunications. 

Items native to the realm of most middle-class women, that is, of the home and the 

domestic sphere, are relegated to the I W s  back pages, if they are included at all. Although the 

editors made no allusions here to their female readers, they were implicit in this introduction of the 

periodical to England's "families." In future issues, the Queen's image would, of course, warrant 

front page coverage, but references to her appeared in both the "hard" news as well as the fashion 

and, later, the advertising pages in which the Queen's image would become associated with 

various cosmetics and cures more proper to women's sphere.29 

Beyond the separate spheres ideology that influenced the layout of the ILN, entire 

semantic universes separated the IW's  "people" from the "crowd" represented and appealed to in 

the pages of Punch, even though both periodicals were bought by the middle-classes.30 The 

nonsense and tom-foolery so prevalent in Punch distinguishes it from the historically-fixed, realist 

"non-fiction" of the ILN. Even as Punch destabilizes, it serves to restabilize the hierarchies and 

power relations upon which the social dominance of its readership relies. Freud's study of the 

strategies of the comic have provided a analytical tool useful for humorous royal imagery, but 

29~or an excellent =count of the commodification of the Queen's image, see the chapter "The Image of Victoria in the 
Year of the Jubdee" In Richards, The Commodiry Culture of Victorian England, pp. 73-118. 

30~lthough Punch cost half as much as the ILN, it was stig out the g c e - ~  e of most working-class 
Furthermore, the contents of Punch su est that the rnagazme was&mg pltc%ed to a class of 1 w%?k.orne 
extent at least, had already "arrived." %s would have mcluded gentry, wealthy artisans, clerks, and professionals. 



before turning to an in-depth discussion of Mr. Punch's relationship with his Queen, it is fruitful 

to note Punch's relation to the tradition of carnival and the strategies of grotesque realism. 

Punch as Court Jester-The Limits of Transgression 

Humour is central to the language of carnival, as it is by extension to the language of 

Punch, subtitled "or the London Charivari." Mikhail Bakhtin coined the phrase grotesque realism 

to refer to aesthetic concept indigenous to the transgressive comic imagery of folkloric culture.31 

In western cultures, the prime site of cultural transgression has been the human body. It is the 

tradition of carnival, a tradition of irreverent laughter and cultural transgression that most easily 

exposes the construction of societal myths by focusing on what has been made peripheral or low 

by "respectable" or realist discourse. To a great extent, Punch invoked the essential element of 

grotesque realism, which is the devaluation of all that is esteemed in "high" culture: "The essential 

principle of grotesque realism is degradation, that is, the lowering of all that is high, spiritual, 

ideal, abstract; it is a transfer to the material level, to the sphere of earth and body in their 

indissoluble unity."32 What separates this nineteenth-century expression of carnival laughter from 

its medieval prototypes is that fact that Punch's mixed-sex readership would not tolerate the 

references to the reproductive aspects of degradation that characterized the earlier forms of the 

grotesque. These included body imagery that centres on both death and birth, in that "to degrade 

is to bury, to sow, and to kill simultaneously, in order to bring forth something more and 

better."33 The grotesque realism of Punch is more akin to that practiced in Renaissance realism, 

31~or this discussion of rotesque realism, I refer to the lon historical and theoretical introduction in Mikhail 
Bakhtin, Robelais and #is World, [tr. H .  Iswalsky], (cantridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1968). 

32ibid., p. 19. 

33ibid., p. 21. 



in which "that ever-growing, inexhaustible, ever-laughing principle which uncrowns and renews 

is combined with its opposite: the petty, inert, 'material principle' of class society."34 

Beyond the taboo on overt expressions of sexuality, such as obscene jokes or cursing, 

Punch exhibited the visual pageantry and comic verbal compositions that Bakhtin deemed central 

to carnival humour. Punch constituted the marketplace safely contained on paper, with all the 

discord, chaos and profusion of bodies that characterized the London street scene. Part of the fun 

of Punch was that one could not, as one could with the IWV, predict the contents or the layout of 

the magazine from week to week. The first issue promised nothing more than a satire on almost 

everything that a middle-class audience, including readers of the ILN, might take seriously. The 

inshutions of banking and high f iance were hivialized in "Commercial Intelligence", Literary 

matters were treated with utilitarian ideals in "A Railroad Novel," and academe got its 

comeuppance in "Lessons in Pur~rnanship."~~ "A Synopsis of Voting Arranged According to the 

Categories of Cant" revealed in chart form the corruption of the parliamentary process which was 

just underway with the fall of the Whig government of Lord Melb0urne.3~ These and other high- 

brow matters are brought low and degraded even as the "low" culture of the streets is regaled in 

"A Conversation Between Two Hackney-Coach Horses."37 Queen Victoria would be spared 

visually for a few more issues, but the satire on the monarchy appeared in textual format in this 

first issue. Like the IWlrs "Court and Haut Ton", Punch's "Court Circular" commented on the 

activity of the Queen and her family, but with a slant directed at the nether regions of the 

household: "Stalls have been fitted up in the Royal nursery for the reception of two Alderney 

 COWS."^^ This barely-disguised reference to the breast-size of the Queen was a rare occurrence 

34ibid. 

3 5 ~ u n c h ,  July 17, 1841, p. 2. 

36ibid., p. 3. 

37ibid., p. 5. 

38ibid. 



not often, if ever, to be repeated, but in any case, it serves as evidence of Punch's links with 

grotesque realism. How did Punch critique the monarchy without offending its middle-class 

readership'? In what follows, I draw on Freud's study on jokes and the comic in order to outline 

the critical but acceptable strategies employed by Punch in its assessment of the Queen and her 

family.39 

At its most basic level, the purpose of the joke, and of humour in general, is governed by 

a person's need to surmount the critical, rational voice of culture and to momentarily upset the 

power relations that ensue there.40 Verbal jokes may take the form of double meaning and puns, a 

multiplicity of meanings produced by a watered-down meaning of the parts, composite words, or 

alteration in the arrangement of words. Punch was rife with this kind of wise-cracking humour, 

of which this epigram entitled "WHO ARE TO BE THE LORDS IN WAITING is only an 

infinitesimal representative: 

"We have lordlings in dozens," the Tories exclaim, 
"To fill every place from the throng; 

Although the cursed Whigs, be it told to our shame, 
Kept us poor lords in waiting too long."4l 

Brevity of expression seems to be crucial to the verbal joke, which draws from all aspects of 

culture for its material. 

Conceptual jokes rely on "the diversion of the train of thought, the displacement of the 

psychical emphasis on to a topic other than the opening one."42 One among innumerable 

examples from Punch can be seen in the August 10, 1841 issue (fig. 28).43 Entitled "NURSERY 

EDUCATION REPORT-, N0.2: The ROYAL RHYTHMICAL ALPHABET, To be said or sung 

3 9 ~ e e  Si mund Freud, Jokes and their Relation to the Unconscious, James Strachey [ed. & tr.] (New York: W.W. 
Norton, k960). 

40 ibid. p. 128. 

41~unch ,  September 12, 1841, p. 99. 

42 Freud, Jokes, P. 51. 

4 3 ~ u n c h ,  August 21,1841, p. 62. 



by the Princess Royal," this particular extract appeared during the Queen's second pregnancy, and 

conflates the seemingly divergent worlds of the warm childhood nursery and the adult world of 

politics and strife. Here the conflation of genres creates the safe place from which a critique of the 

costs of a privileged caste to the average Englishman can be put forth for the reading pleasure of 

subscribers. 

Jokes rely on the context of culture for their meaning, and another shared characteristic is 

their contextual use of seemingly unimportant cultural materials to distract and subvert the internal 

and external censors. Freud differentiates between the nature and amount of pleasure derived 

from the two categories of abstract and tendentious jokes. The pleasure derived from an abstract 

joce is moderate and in some way linked to word-play, as we saw in the case of the "Lords in 

Waiting." In the case of tendentious or cynical jokes, the technique is of far less importance than 

the purpose for which the joke is told, as in the case of the "Royal Rhythmical Alphabet." 

Although the editors of Punch often resorted to abstract jokes, it is within the category of 

tendentious jokes that images of Queen Victoria can best be conceptualized. This genre produces 

a degree of pleasure related directly to the subversion of external power relations and of internal 

inhibitions towards the body.44 Tendentious jokes fall into three categories, each with its slightly 

different purpose. 

Hostile jokes, which break the social taboo on hatred within the group, replace overt 

brutality by representing the enemy as small, inferior, despicable or comic-these jokes are 

directed at figures who claim authority and who are protected by inhibitions and external forces 

from direct di~paragement.~~ In Punch, this technique was rarely used against the Queen, but 

employed regularly in representations of her husband and her ministers (figs. 29,30).46 The 

44~reud, Jokes, p. 118. 

45ibid., pp. 102-105. 

4 6 ~ u n c h ,  1843, vol. 5, p. 179; 1850, vol. 16, p. 42. 



eagerness with which the Prince assumed various high-ranking roles soon after his marriage to 

Queen Victoria is the subject of "Prince Albert's Studio," but Punch defuses the strength of any of 

his claims to power by trivializing and domesticizing his talents and interests. In the appended 

text, Punch uses the extended metaphor of fashion to mock the Prince's interest in changing the 

uniform of the regiment, the command of which was bestowed upon him by the Queen: 

Ever since the accession of Prince Albert to the Royal Husbandship of these 
realms, he has devoted the energies of his mind and the ingenuity of his hands to 
the manufacture of Infantry caps, Cavalry trousers, and Regulation sabertashes. 
One of his first measures was to transmogrify the pantaloons of the Eleventh 
Hussars; and as the regiment alluded to is Prince Albert's own, His Royal 
Highness may do as he likes with his own...47 

In 1850, Punch transmogrified the queen's ministers for the cartoon "The Opening of Parliament 

Pie." Again, this critique of the monarchy focused on its effects-the taxes levied upon hard- 

working John Bull-rather than on the Queen herself, although the sex and questionable ethnic 

background of her husband continued to invite Punch's poison arrows. 

There was, however, another strategy that the magazine could use to get its invective 

across to its readers without seeming to attack a poor defenceless woman. Cynical jokes are those 

aimed at institutions and collective bodies in which one has a stake, and send the message that the 

desires of the people have a right to be heard alongside the strictures of ruthless morality-these 

power-laden jokes constitute a critique of social  institution^.^^ Many of the images in Punch used 

this technique to critique the monarchy, but again, not directly the queen (fig. 3 Punch's 

contempt for an unquestioning popular support of the monarchy by "ordinary" people (as 

signified by John Bull) was expressed through the metaphorical device of a pump draped in the 

emblems of the Throne. The very idea that good English folk would take the motto Honi soit qui 

4 7 ~ u n c h ,  1843, vol. 5, p. 178. 

48~reud, Jokes, p. 107. 

4 9 ~ u n c h ,  1843, vol. 5, p. 35. 



ma1 y peme literally prompted the cartoonist to represent this brand of patriotism in mindless 

obkisances paid to the inanimate arm of the very device that would empty middle-class wallets. 

Obscene jokes are almost always aimed at women, and, like other tendentious jokes, 

require a receptive audience, in this case a male one. Obscene jokes aim at exposure, and should 

be seen as an aggressive discursive act, one that in extremely polite circles must resort to double 

entendre to bypass the censors. Punch always resorts to allusion when using this mode, and the 

jokes themselves are constructed so that they are seen to be directed by lower-class men to upper- 

class women. Allusions of this sort in regard to the Queen are entirely absent in Punch, and we 

should see any references to her body as a separate species of pleasure in which the joke may be 

presqnt but working in the service of the comic.50 Punch's reticence to invoke the parts of the 

female body consolidated its reputation for a middle-class audience, but this does not mean that 

the Queen's sex was irrelevant to its critique of the monarchy. 

Freud identified two species of the comic-the naive and the occasional. Of all the forms 

of the comic, the naive lies closest to the joke, except that is encountered and not made. The 

operative principle is the recognition of a lack of inhibition in another who is unaware of any 

transgression of normative beha~iour.~' The naive comic is as likely to be encountered in a 

"realist" magazine like the ILN, as it is in the fictional, satirical landscape of Punch, and this is 

especially so in the case of representations of the women, members of the lower classes and 

"outsiders." Review, for instance, the ILN's documentation of the delight derived from the 

Chinese "ambassador7"s inclusion in the Great Exhibition's Opening Day procession. The 

occasional comic, on the other hand, occurs intentionally and its mechanisms of mimicry, comic 

situation, disguise, unmasking, caricature, parody, and travesty are called upon constantly in the 

SO~ccording to William Fredeman, Punch artists were conservative compared to their later counterparts, including the 
anti-royalist Matt Morgan (whose image A Brown Study 'dluded to scandalous relations between the Queen and her 
servant John Brown) at Tomahawk magazine, founded in May 1867. See Fredeman, A Charivari for Queen 
But te f l y ,  p. 57. 

l~reud, Jokes, p. 182. 



contents of Punch, and rarely, if ever, in the ILN. The occasional comic depends for its effect on 

what Freud and Bakhtin both called "the degradation of the sublime." in which the sublime refers 

to something large in the figurative, psychical sense. Pleasure is produced when the sublime is 

brought down to one's own level. In the case of the comic, the degradation is aimed at a person 

or object which lays claim to authority and respect. Queen Victoria, as well as other members of 

the Royal Family, certainly provided republican sympathizers with an alluring target for this 

rhetorical practice. 

Among these techniques of "degradation," caricature, parody and travesty were 

representational techniques familiar to the writers and readers of Punch. Caricature laughs at the 

figure'of authority by emphasizing or inventing a single comic trait that is overlooked in 

representations that serve the dominant ideology, and fails utterly if the reverential attitude 

persists. This may explain why comic images of Queen Victoria rarely use this technique. From 

the point of view of a nineteenth-century middle-class sensibility, to which the idea of the moral 

superiority of bourgeois women is central, her femininity and supreme social position doubly 

protect her. Caricatures of the Prince Consort or a favoured minister were likely to produce more 

pleasure. 

Parody and travesty share the comic technique of unmasking, a strategy that works best 

when the sublime figure has seized authority by deception rather than by right.52 The pleasure 

found in such images derives from the degradation of the exalted personage, emerging from the 

unmasking of the all too human frailties of the target, most often by drawing attention to the 

dependence of mental functions on bodily needs. Parodic images of Victoria appear far more 

often in Punch than do caricatures-usually these position the Queen as a common mother and 

wife with the problems that would have plagued any nineteenth-century middle-class matron.(fig. 

52 Freud, Jokes, p. 203. 



32).53 "A Case of Real Distress," for instance, mocks the Royal Family's request to Parliament 

for the funds to refurbish the new residence at Osborne. In this parodic image, the Queen and her 

husband are characterized as sharing the plight of most of the populace, who lacked the basic 

requirements for survival, and who, with the birth of each child, sank deeper into poverty. The 

ridiculousness of the comparison underlines Punch's mockery of the State's priorities. 

Furthermore, it makes sense that a republican critique of the monarchy, one that focuses on the 

absence of any "divine right" of kings, would argue their case in terms of the Queen's humanity, 

and more particularly, in terms of her femininity. 

The carefully constructed facade of middle-class respectability tends to be especially prone 

to the d~constructive work of laughter. In the England of the 1840s, Punch appears to have been 

welcomed by a sizeable middle-class readership as a necessary corrective to the self-conscious 

artificial hierarchies represented in the serious, realist press. As a satirical, critical magazine, it 

functioned for the most part in the realm of the imaginary, not least of all because of its loyalties 

to the tradition of carnival. While the state of mind of nineteenth-century readers remains hidden, 

it is likely that the price of the magazine was spent with the anticipation of pleasure and the 

assuredness that at least this mental journey would not involve anything approaching a sermon. If 

Punch had any political or didactic message, it was one of good manners and reform, not 

revolution. The social context of industrial England certainly provided the ground for the joke and 

the comic, but after all was said and done, the continued success of the magazine depended on the 

continued commercial success of the "civilized classes and their (psychic) discontent. 

Industrial societies depend on the rational division of its constituent components into 

variously ranked subjects, and increasingly the powerful rational forces of "civilization" have 

contained the laughter of carnival in socially-acceptable forms, such as art and academic 

53~unch ,  1846, vol. 11,  p. 89. 



discourse, that subverts dominant social discourse on its own terms. As Peter Stalleybrass and 

Allon White have argued, if 

we treat the carnivalesque as an instance of a wider phenomenon of transgression 
we move beyond Bakhtin's troublesome folkloric approach to a political 
anthropology of binary extremism in class society. This transposition not only 
moves us beyond the rather unproductive debate over whether carnivals are po- 
litically progressive or conservative, it reveals that the underlying structural 
features of carnival operate far beyond the strict confines of popular festivity and 
are intrinsic to the dialectics of social classification itself.54 

The sites of dominant discourse and of the carnivalesqut? are therefore not distinct but instead 

overlap at the site of cultural taboo. The carefully-crafted pages of the I W  contained the middle- 

class mythology and the reasonable criticism that the carnival spirit of Punch was attempting to 

subved. In the case of the Queen, however, the fact of her femininity forestalled any effective 

transgression, but a careful analysis of the reasons and the ways in which Punch represented her 

to the "crowd" makes clear the extent to which gender worked as a primary building block of the 

ideologies it usually attacked. Ultimately we shall see Punch's failure to transgress Victorian 

gender codes as one of the semiotic chains that rendered it complicit in the very hierarchies it 

mocked. The important differences between the two periodicals is not their intended audience or 

ideological purposes-for when all is said and done Punch remained an organ of middle-class 

ideology-but the processes invoked in representation and the production of meaning. 

54 Peter Stallybrass and Allon White, The Poetics and Politics of Transgression (London: Methuen, 1986), p. 26. 



Chapter IV 

Monarchy and Maternity 

This final chapter addresses the representational conflation of power and femininity that 

worked so well to cement the relationship of the Queen with her middle-class subjects. Within the 

context of mid-nineteenth-century Britain, it was absolutely essential to the renewed popularity of 

the monarchy that the Queen be seen as "meta-mother" to the nation, a role that obfuscated the 

monarch's by now irrational claims to "divine right." The Queen's moral authority depended on 

the extent to which she could be seen to represent "respectability" in her person. It was this 

"respectability" that consolidated the contours of middle-class ideology and that contained and 

delimited the Queen's expression of sovereignty. It was not by accident that the role of the 

monarch became increasingly symbolic just as the crown was placed upon a woman's head.' The 

Queen's sex did not guarantee that the monarchy would survive republican challenges to its 

continued existence, but the fact that the Queen was a woman proved exceedingly useful for the 

construction of social categories and hierarchies that ensured the consolidation of already 

privileged middle classes. On the other hand, representations of the Queen also helped to 

consolidate the myth of the "angel in the house," and this is the paradox of Queen Victoria's 

reign-that even as a woman sat upon the most powerful throne in the world, her actual political 

power waned so as to become non-existent, eventually transformed into royal "influence." 

We may dismiss this unacknowledged form of power as insignificant and irrelevant to 

history, in the same way that the private sphere of the home has been relegated to the realm of 

fiction and biography. However, the correlation between the shift of the sovereign's power from 

IU on the death of her uncle King Geor e IV in 1837, various parties opined on the s mbolic possibilities and the 
l%cal im tence of the young ueen. 5 contemporvry p*t entitled Susonnah and t i e  Elders re resented Victoria 

rnked  by Erds  Melbourne andkussell, assemng V~ctona's de endence on her mirusters. See twey Wepmub, 
Victoria: An lnritnute Bio raph (New York: E.P. Dutton, 1963, p. 106. Others saw greater potenual. as d ~ d  Peter 
Murray McDou dl in his%ro J i d e  that predicted a new, more merciful era given the resence of a young, unmarried 
woman on the &one. See Dorothy Thompson, Queen Victoria: Gender and Power (London: Virago Press. 1990), p. 
95. Both outlooks, pessimistic and optim~stic, rested on the queen's youth and sex. 
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the political to the symbolic realm coincides with the increasing relegation of middle-class women 

to the home. Women were denied political lives in nineteenth-century England, usually on the 

basis of either some natural deficiency of reasoning powers or physical strength or because of 

their maternal role. Although the ideal of the bourgeois "woman" became increasingly associated 

with intellectual insipidity, physical vulnerability, and sexual frigidity, these characterizations of 

femininity were discordant with the Evangelical and utilitarian values that also underpinned 

middle-class ideology. During the same period, and in much the same way, the monarchy's 

political redundancy was emphasized at the same time that it was used as a symbol for, among 

other things, an British nationalism. We can see this discordance of female morality and female 

vacuity, as well as the clash between parliamentary and monarchical rule, being played-out and 

contested in weekly installments of Punch and the ILN. 

The question of readership and reader-response to these ideologically-fecund images raises 

the issue of how power circulates through cultural artefacts. I rely on Antonio Gramsci's theory 

of consent and cultural hegemony here, insofar as this approach attributes a certain degree of 

autonomy to individuals/readers without minimizing the power of the ruling class to dictate social 

norms.2 The exclusion of some meanings as false and the inclusion of others as "natural" or as 

"common sense" is part of the process by which one class comes to differentiate itself from 

others. This is the first move in the Gramscian theory of ideology and hegemony. The second 

part of the process involves the creation of a consensus about the nature of these truths among, 

not only members of the group, but also between itself and other groups. In terms of images of 

Queen Victoria, the middle-class press asserted its cultural dominance by representing the 

monarch with a virtuous respect for her social position. This differentiated the largely overlapping 

- readerships of the ILN or Punch from the perceived chaos and radicalism of the mob as well as 

- 

2 ~ o r  a more systematic develo ment of Antonio Gramsci's thou ht see Tony Bennett, "Popular Culture and the Turn 
to Gramsci", m T. Bennett, C. kercer, and J. Wmllacott (eds.), f'opular Culture and Social Relations (Milton 
Keynes, 1986). 



from an immoral aristocracy contemptuous of the Queen's lack of patrician sheen and the crashing 

dullness of court life.3 

From the mid-eighteenth century on, the middle class distinguished itself by "creating its 

own sexuality and forming a specific body based on it, a 'class' body with its health, hygiene, 

descent, and race."4 According to Anita Levy, "it did so by a f f i g  in writing and in practice 

the unique character and importance of its body and sex, assigning to the female the care, 

maintenance, and maximization of the life of this body."5 The stock representation of the 

domesticated, desireless middle-class woman differentiated the middle class from both the 

aristocracy, with its allegedly licentious, public women, and also from the working, dirty, sexual 

s t e r e o t ~ e  of the woman of the lower classes. At the same moment of this differentiation, 

however, "it also provided the new truth that could remove individuals of competing classes from 

their place in history and culture and unite them according to a set of universals apparently 

common to them all... Desire was represented as fimly rooted in ... sexual difference."6 

Individuals then seemed to become united across lines of race, class, culture, or generation in an 

erasure of real differences that authorized intellectuals and professionals of the dominant class to 

pronounce the "truth" about individuals, cultures, and historical moments with impunity. This 

theoretical model underlines the importance of viewing images of the Queen through the lens of a 

gender analysis that focuses on cultural formations of sexuality and their role in outlining the 

parameters of the "natural." 

- - -- -- 

,Many b iog-y  hers and historians have commented on the rift between Queen Victoria and fashionable English 
"society", i es St. Aubyn notes, "It was certain1 a novel experience for Englishmen to be ruled by a sovereign who 
set them a good example. Naturally, the middle c k s  and Evangelical world welcomed the new morality. But many 
of the entry, brought up in the days of George IV, denounced the Court as bour eois and sanctimonious". S e e  Gdes 
St. ~ u & n .  Queen Victoria: A Portrait (London: Smclau-Stevenson. 19911, p. 28% 

- 4A4ichel Foucault, History of Sexuality: Vol. 1 ,  Introduction. 

5 ~ e v y ,  Other Women, p. 13. 



The ILN and Punch provided two primary sites for this construction of "reality." The 

English middle class could construct itself as separate and above, but also the same, as other 

groups from which it distinguished itself, by privileging sexuality and the "family" as the most 

fundamental and therefore most "universal" human attribute. Much more was going on, however, 

as Anita Levy has shown: 

With notions of sexuality and the healthy body, the emerging middle classes laid 
claim to a distinctive class "body" differentiating them both from the aristocracy 
and the labouring classes ..... The family became the privileged locus of affects, 
sentiment and love, as well as the privileged point of development of sexuality. 
Middle-class marriage and the family it begat ostensibly had no rules other than the 
dictates of the heart. They were, in fact, based on separation and difference---of 
domestic space from political space, domestic labor from labor, leisure from work, 
female from male ..... While new notions of political economy developed that 
located the source of class power in various places within the economic sphere, the 
social sciences and especially anthropology devoted their efforts to formulating a 
new model of kinship. It was a class- and culture-specific model to be sure, but 
one that became a residual element that played a powerful legitimizing role.7 

The conclusions drawn from Levy's study can readily be shown to be applicable to the intellectual 

work of periodical literature. Like the discourses of the social sciences and fiction, this genre took 

part in the articulation of a middle-class ideology that grew out of the relatively recent formation of 

the domestic family. The first issue of the ILN openly declares its civilizing role, and the audience 

that it intends to address and to continue to construct according to the requirements and desires of 

England's "families:" 

Here we make our bow, determined to pursue our great experiment with boldness; 
to associate its principle with a purity of tone that may secure and hold fast for our 
journal the fearless patronage of families; to seek in all things to uphold the great 
cause of public morality; to keep continually before the e e of the world a living 
and moving panorama of all its actions and influences ... J 

It was also in the interests of Punch, despite its critical and carnivalesque stance, to uphold the 

basic infrastructure of the status quo, especially considering its reliance on middle- to upper-class 

incomes. To show how these periodicals produce and reproduce a class-specific and gender- 

7 ~ e e  Anita Levy, Other Women: The Writing of Class, Race, and Gender, 1832-1898 (Princeton, New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1991),p. 59. 

8 ~ ~ ~ ,  Saturday, May 14, 1842, p. 1.  



stratified ideology, the balance of this chapter is devoted to an in-depth analysis of one image each 

from the ILN and Punch. 

The "Family of Families" at Home 

Let us turn to an IWV representation of the "Queen as Woman," in an image of the "family 

of families" at home. Entitled "Reception of the Chinese Family, at Osborne"(fig. 33), it appears 

in a late August issue of ILN.9 The artist was commissioned, with the assent of the Royal 

Family, to represent an official event that took place within the "private" sphere of Victoria's hide- 

away at the Isle of Wight. She, Albert, five Royal children, and three male and two female 

look'ers-on are dressed in the day garments of the middle-classes, although the princesses wear 

light colours and bloomers. In her hand, Victoria holds to the middle of her body a piece of white 

or light-coloured fabric-perhaps a bonnet or an apron. As a group, the Royals stand to face the 

Chinese family in a communal gaze, although Albert's body is turned in a three-quarters profile 

that directs his view in such a way as to bypass the exotic creatures altogether-in fact, he is 

looking down and across the page so that his line of vision encounters only the feet of the most 

central seated Chinese woman. He leans heavily upon a pillar that delineates the space inhabited 

by the Royal family and their attendants to the left of centre of the image itself. 

Beginning at the centre of the image, and continuing to the right fore-ground, the Chinese 

family is situated in a diagonal configuration. Closest to Albert is a dark-skinned woman, clad 

simply in a white smock. Her lack of finery suggests that she is an attendant to the women of the 

family. Seated below and to her right, an older woman stares imperiously back at the viewer, 

hands folded in her lap. Two younger women with rather Caucasoid facial features are situated 

beside her in three-quarter profile, gazing back at the Royal family. One is clad in a dark version 

of the gown worn by the older woman, and her hands too are folded in her lap. The woman to 



her left, plucking a Chinese stringed instrument, is dressed similarly to the attendant, although her 

headdress and jewelry are more elaborate. Like the other seated Chinese figures, her feet are 

encased in small triangular slippers. 

In direct opposition to the spacial relations of Albert to the Royal family, the Chinese male 

figure is positioned behind the women of his retinue. It is difficult to ascertain his rank based on 

his simple white garments or minimal headgear, but his gown is similar to those of the women. 

This homogeneity of dress contrasts with the British group and their gendered costumes, and, 

within the context of the article, hints at Chinese male effeminacy. Because this is captioned as a 

family, the reader can assume that he is related either by marriage or by blood to at least one of 

the wGmen, yet he stands slightly away from their bodies, making it difficult to ascertain his exact 

relationship to each of them. Like that of the two seated women, the trajectory of his gaze 

terminates at the body of the Queen. However, Victoria's standing position, her lack of 

ornamentation, and the fact that she meets the collective gaze of the Chinese group cancels out its 

power to objectify her, as does the protective masculine presence of Albert, standing slightly 

ahead and to the side of her. 

Having delineated the representations of these two very different family groups, we may 

now consider them in terms of the background in which they are situated. Both families are 

arranged in a discontinuous semi-circle against a wall, but the lack of detail in the upper comers of 

the scene render it difficult to make a reading of the room's actual dimensions in relation to the 

figures it foregrounds. While the room appears to be somewhat vast, it is clear that this is a 

domestic interior, and this is echoed and repeated in the portrait of the Royal family that occupies 

the entire top centre space of the image. This is the well-known Winterhalter parlour portrait in 

which the Queen and the Prince of Wales, as conduits of the the royal blood-line, are positioned to 

the right of her husband and daughters. The scene is one of royal domesticity in which the 

display of sovereign power is muted-this is the "family of families". Within the domestic setting 

of Osbome at least, if not at the official locale of Buckingham Palace, Albert is seen to command 



equal (if not greater) power than Victoria. Beneath the portrait, and directly between the two 

families, stands an intricately-wrought table the exclusive function of which is to display two 

objets dart. Whether the vase and the bust have been given by the Chinese entourage or enjoy a 

perennial state of display is unknown. The entire group inhabits floor space that is taken up and 

centred by an exotic woven carpet, probably Persian or Indian by design. The positioning of the 

central motif serves to position the viewer of the image outside and above the foregrounded 

figures. Victoria's authority is underlined by her proximity to the official family portrait, and the 

fact that she and her family are situated under that part of it that signifies sovereign power and the 

legitimate royal blood-line. The Chinese family occupies that symbolic zone of childhood 

desigsated by the princesses, thereby becoming a object for the anthropological, disciplinary (and 

potentially erotic) gaze of the viewer. 

This has by no means been an exhaustive description of the contents and formal elements 

of the image but it will suffice for the purpose of an analysis that specifically seeks the modes in 

which abstract concepts are conveyed by seemingly innocuous and opaque representations of 

"reality." This image uses the moral and physical category of femininity to delineate gender roles 

within the family according to coordinates of race and class. The Chinese family, and especially 

the women, are exhibited as commodity or curiosity for the consumption of Victoria, the Royal 

Family, and the English people. This is signified by at least two visual elements-the physical 

proximity of the Chinese family with the table of objets &art and the fact that they sit facing the 

unseen viewer of the image, while the royals remained standing, their gaze fixed upon the foreign 

visitors. They do not consume the same elements of the spectacle, however. Albert alone appears 

to make a concerted effort to avoid eye contact with the women- this might this be seen as an 

- appropriate response from the loyal consort of the Queen, and as a devoted husband, should have 

eyes for no-one but his wife. As a married woman, Victoria's viewing of these ornamental 

women would not be tainted with eroticism-her maternal sensibility would not entertain erotic 

thoughts-and as the Queen, it is her duty to meet the gaze of her guests. It is the children and the 



lesser members of the household who are permitted by their roles to drink in the scene with 

sensory abandon. 

Readers of ILN did not come to this image unarmed with a framework for constructing the 

picture's meaning. The reception of the Chinese family had occurred in real time in the previous 

week,1•‹ and at that time ILN provided a lengthy "faithful account" of the principal characters and 

their attire, as well as the proceedings of the visit. Any regular subscriber to ILN would have 

known that the Chinese entourage consisted of one husband, his sister-in-law, his two young 

wives, and one lady's servant. Part of the reportage consisted of background information on the 

place of women within Chinese culture and its "barbaric" practice of footbinding. The writer 

express& muted moral outrage at the way in which Chinese women are contained within the 

confines of the household by being rendered immobile, while the "naturalness" of Victorian 

corseting is given silent approbation.ll Given the domestic context of the visit, we might assume 

that this outrage was based solely on a distaste for the expression of the unquenchable male libido 

and and its perverse sexual fetishes, but farther down the page we discover another, and perhaps 

more fundamental, reason for judging the Chinese family as deviant. We might expect an 

explosion of Victorian disapproval at the Chinese custom of polygamy, but this indelicate issue is 

deftly elided by the writer's concerns about familial harmony. He reports that, despite their long, 

sequestered sea voyage, the women took great comfort and pleasure in each other's company. In 

this seemingly trivial anecdote, the linchpin of Victorian social order -the binarily gendered 

family-is revealed. 

l>e issue of corseting was by no meqs a ?on-topic in 1851. Feminist, social and religious reformers criticized its 
libidmal aspects, whde doctors were spht on ~ t s  effects on women's health. Many women seemed to have used 
sta s to form their figures in moderate dimensions that made them feel "all of a piece" - protected, presentable, while ii sti alluring to the opposite sex.. The "corset controversy" was gatherin full steam,*& a little help from the owner d 'and editor of The Englishwoman's Magazine, d m g  the months of the reat Extubition. 



The ILN writer was not so much looking askance at the fact of polygamy, but at the 

likelihood of conflict in this non-binary group. Punch remarked on the same visit, in the form of 

a riddle: 

Chung-Attai and his brace of wives-his two better halves-have been introduced 
to the Queen and Prince at Osborne. An illustrious lady was heard to remark that 
for one husband to have a couple of wives, seemed an odd way of matching china; 
very like giving one cup two saucers.12 

The trope of companionate marriage, of the "natural" spousal love between a man and a woman 

(and by extension, their children), is stated twice in this image, once in the family group and once 

in the portrait. Male and female members of the Royal group are clearly differentiated in their 

dress and demeanour, although the children, presumably as less civilized beings, are not yet fully 

grown into their specific gender roles. The presence of the polygamous Chinese family disrupts 

this trope, and must therefore be seen as an exotic strain of familial organization. The Royal 

Family, appearing twice in this image, represents the pivotal reference point for gender 

definitions, thereby positioning all other definitions as "uncivilized." The "civilized" English 

version of family depended on strictly gender-coded functions that were assigned to its individual 

members on the basis of sex, varying slightly according to age. The Chinese family, with its 

excess of wives, confuses nineteenth-century middle-class notions of utility and political econ- 

omy-what purpose could two wives serve except to wreak havoc on a man's wealth and and the 

harmony of his home-life? Implicit in the silent critique of this apparently childless marriage was 

a denouncement of what seemed to be a purely ornamental and erotic role for the female spouse, 

as well as the absence of a strong emotional bond between husband and wife. This foreign kin 

group represented the antithesis of that foundation of civilization, the English family, of which 

Victoria and Albert were constructed as exemplars by the proprietors of the ILN and other cultural 

"gate-keepers." 



We have seen how the IW ' s  images of Queen Victoria between 1841 and 1861-whether 

they focus on the fictitious medieval aspects of Court finery, on the Queen at work, or on the 

ordinariness of this extraordinary woman--coalesce around the central theme of "family values," 

an historically particular ideology that was seen to be embodied in the Queen and the Royal 

family. It remains unclear the extent to which images of Queen Victoria took part in the 

articulation of these values, but it can certainly be argued that long before she came to the throne in 

1837, the foundations of this middle-class ideology were being laid by at least one increasingly 

active sector of society. Women, and especially those women who had found a voice through 

their involvement in the reforming and Evangelical movements of the late-eighteenth and early- . 
nineteenth centuries, would come to have an increasingly important role to play in transformation 

of the British monarchy.13 

This image from 185 1 provide us with some evidence of Victoria's intention to properly 

align the gender roles within her own family, and it is undoubtedly the success of Albert's self- 

assertion in cultural affairs that turned the tide of public opinion in his favour. We saw earlier 

how the Queen and the press used royal portraiture to position herself as a mother primarily 

concerned with the realm of affection and morality, and Prince Albert as the politically-neutral but 

publicly-active father to the British State.14 In the aftermath of the Great Exhibition and the birth 

of yet another royal burden on the national coffers, it was necessary to recall the past of industrial 

and military heroism as represented respectively by Prince Albert and the Duke of Wellington, 

while at the same time framing the most Royal of bodies in her maternal role. The fact that 

Victoria came to be viewed as a mere figurehead only enhanced the meanings contained in her 

representations. Had she been seen as a political power, none of these meanings would have 

13set: Colle , "The A theosis of George III", and Muriel Jaeger, Before Victoria: Changing standards and behaviour 
1787-1837 London: Eatto and Wmdus, 1956). 

"kLiv, April 30, 1853, p. 328. See Chapter 2 of this thesis, fig. 13. 



appeared to be "natural" and the peculiar brand of British nationalism would have foundered 

without the potent but empty symbol of monarchy upon which it relies. 

Changes in royal imagery over the years of this study occur in terms of breadth of scope 

as well as in content and tone. h a g e s  of the Queen in the 1840s are limited for the most part to a 

localized milieu. For the most part, these early images are concerned with domestic issues and it 

is unusual for the Queen to be represented in terms of her relation with the rest of the world. 

Instead, images from the 1840s tended to focus on the monarchy as a family, and even in the face 

of Punch's satire, they worked in the interests of the solidification of middle-class sensibilities. 

Later, and especially after the Great Exhibition, representations of the Queen became increasingly 

impkrialistic, reaching out to establish middle-class hegemony throughout the world. Again we 

will see how, in Gramscian terms, the two movements of hegemony are played-out on a broader 

scale. By proclaiming a consensus at home, the IWI and Punch, as organs of middle-class 

ideology, can reach outward to construct the world as "other." Let us see now how Punch 

employed concepts of femininity and monarchy in such a way as to ostensibly criticize players in 

the political realm but in practice d the ideological work of colonization and conquest. 

Monarchy, Maternity and Middle-class Hegemony: 

In September of 1858, Punch offered an unusually somber version of Queen Victoria to its 

readers -not a breath of caricature taints the regal atmosphere of "The Accession of the Queen of 

India" (fig. 34).15 An analysis of the contents and construction of this image reveals not only the 

centrality of gender to English bourgeois ideology, but also the way in which gender functions to 

privilege British world-dominance. Important to note is the emphasis on maternity, not sexuality, 

as the central characteristic of virtuous nineteenth-century femininity. This image works on the 

15punch, September 11,1858. 



twin levels of politics and emotions, realms which in the Victorian era were purported to be 

entirely distinct, except in the case of the English female sovereign. 

Queen Victoria would have been recognized by previous readers of Punch who would be 

familiar with the magazine's mode of royal caricature. For readers new to these conventions, she 

is alternately identifiable by her crown, the sceptre she holds in her right hand, and the English 

roses that embellish the braiding of her robes. The other female figure, however, cannot be 

identified as a real woman, but is instead meant to signify the state of India. This is implied by the 

image's semi-allegorical setting in which Queen Victoria's Grecian attire acts as bridging device 

that allows a back and forth movement between historical to symbolic space. Furthermore, the 

scene*is set in nature, and therefore outside of civilization and history, and if there were any doubt 

as to the other woman's identity, we are guided by the absence of her proper name, by the 

image's caption and by the accompanying text on the following page of the magazine. l6 

In terms of European conceptualizations of time and space, Queen Victoria's geographical 

relationship with "India" is one of metaphorical dominance. Although the action in this image is 

somewhat ambiguous, "India" appears to be offering up her sceptre to Queen Victoria, 

allegorically offering to Britain the sovereignty of the Indian people. Queen Victoria's response 

seems to be one of generous acceptance of this additional responsibility, and in this way she is 

positioned as a benevolent ruler and not a greedy usurper of Indian rule. "1ndia"'s submission to 

British rule is underlined by her prostrated body and by the prominent ring that pierces her nose- 

to an English reader, the nose-ring likely refers back to a method of taming animals such as oxen, 

signifying perhaps that, in exchange for its gifts of civilization, "India" will from now on serve as 

Britain's beast of burden. "India"'~ need for British civilizing practices is implicit in her dark- 

skin, in her immodest dress and in the dirt in which she kneels. 

16see Christina Crosb , The Ends of Histo : Vicrorians and "the woman question" (New York and London: 
Routledge. 1991). In Ker stud of how theyictonan obsession with h~story conelated wi$ then obsess~on with the 
"woman question," ~hristina &osb has shown how the discursive construction of the mmddle-class male as the 
universal subject of history req,dthat the category "womant' be constructed as somehow outside of history. 



This brief break-down of the element s of this image is necessary if we are to locate the 

subtleties of how ideologies get passed around as truths. In what is a piece of propaganda about 

political and economic exploitations of a pre-modem state by an industrialized one, it is the 

concept of "woman" that is used to obfuscate the power relations that obtain there. The 

composition of "The Accession of the Queen of India" serves to fragment the semiotic category 

"woman" into two distinct categories of femininityf. "Indian's body, dress and demeanor signify 

the negative or ambivalent terms associated with "fallen" women in the nineteenth-century, and 

she stands collectively for unbridled corporeality, for luxury and decadence, for temptation and 

defilement, and for passion and irrationality.17 

The over-mediation of the term "India" in this image mirrors the over-mediation of the 

term "woman," both in Punch and farther afield in nineteenth-century western culture. In this 

semiotic sleight-of-hand, Queen Victoria occupies the position of subject, a political vantage point 

usually reserved for men, but because the image refers to an inferior society in general, this 

movement is permissible. It is even preferable, perhaps, to jingoistic rhetoric of English 

superiority, for the image vaults the reader directly into the moral realm of right, providing a far 

less refutable argument than a blustering display of physical might. As we have seen, images of 

Queen Victoria in Punch usually focused on the Queen's femininity, but in this image, it is her 

sovereignty that is being emphasized. Her femininity merely provides the allegorical basis for the 

expression of the virtues of the Hellenic tradition-purity, wisdom, simplicity, grace, justice, 

mercy and self-composure-on which the ascendancy of the middle-class ideology is based. In 

this image, the allegoricaVactual Queen is positioned against the sky, that signifier of the heavens, 

of the transcendent and all that is outside of history. 

1 7 h y  reader of Punch would have been familiar with the contents of an ~nentalist'discourse thatperpetually 
posiaoned non-Europeans as "other.' My own research has borne out W d h n  Fredeman's assemon that Punch 
regularly offered xenophobic cartoons, caricatures 'md commentary. See William Fredeman, "A Charivari for Queen 
Butterfly: Punch on Queen Victoria," Victorian Poetry, vol. 25, no.34, (Autumn-Winter, 1987). 



"The Accession of the Queen of India" differentiates the femininity of the English woman 

from that of the Indian woman. Poor India's visible signs of sexuality and subservience are 

compared unfavourably with femininity in its purest form, that of the non-sexual but desirable 

maternal woman. Queen Victoria's orderly, domestic, maternal body contains all that is 

progressive, modem and superior about England. "India," as the personification of chaotic 

sexuality, unregulated fertility and industrial indolence, begs at her feet for her to bestow the 

benefits of colonization. Anita Levy has shown how later British anthropologists demarcated 

civilized culture from the "primitive" on the basis of female sexuality. She contends that 

the anthropological representation of the past is crucial to the construction of the 
gender system. Men must rule women, not to create or maintain economic or 
political affiliations but to manage individual bodies. When the the past is 
represented as the disorderly disposition of bodies through time, the modem 
notion of population management becomes nascent with it. The past then creates 
the need for modem families and for institutions that intervene on their behalf 
when all else fails.18 

When we look at this image in light of Levy's assertions, this otherwise benign and somewhat 

sentimental image of a Queen and her new subject, we begin to see that more fundamental 

meanings embedded there. Queen Victoria, although clearly the dominant figure in this image, 

derives her authority from within the constraints of middle-class feminine "virtue," in part because 

she is a woman, and in part because the renewal of the popularity of the monarchy depends on the 

obfuscation of the crown's power relations. In the nineteenth century, as today, this was most 

easily achieved when the queen's maternity was emphasized as the key element of her 

sovereignty. 19 

Turning to the text, we see that the allegorical device continues to be used to construct a. 

rhetoric to support the colonization of the Indian state. The text that accompanies this image 

- reinforces the analogy of the state to a woman, and by using this device, Punch makes statements 

18~evy,  Other Women, p. 67. 

lg~amdoxically, it is precisely this aspect of the ueen that comes under attack from her detractors. S e e  Dorothy 
Thompson, Queen Vmorio: Gender and ~owerkondon: Virago Press, 1990), p. 101. 



not only about the superiority of British rule but also about the necessary contours of British 

femininity. What follows is a content analysis of the poem. The combination of text and image 

within this context creates specific connotative meanings that, in the case of "The Accession of the 

Queen of India," create the parameters a middle-class ideology founded on gender relations. 

Entitled "Congratulation to the Queen," the short laudatory poem atypically lacks the gentle 

parody that Punch usually directs toward the monarchy. On the contrary, the phrase "To thee is 

given another land ..." positions Victoria both as an intimate and as divine authority, inasmuch as 

it begins with terms in which one would address one's lover or one's god.20 India here is 

predicated as a natural possession, as a nation whose boundaries have always existed as outlined 

by th'e British trade monopoly there, becoming an addendum to the Queen's/Englandls 

subjectivity-just "another title of renown." "1ndia"'s final gesture of sovereign subject is to pass 

on that sovereignty in the form of a sceptre and a crown that will sit on the good Queen's head, 

the rightful site of rule and authority. Such a willing sacrifice depends on "India"'~ perception of 

British rule as salvation from its primitive past-shades of Queen Victoria's divinity colour the 

text here: "To India now at least appears, Hope that before she ne'er had seen ...." In the next 

line, "India" is once again predicated as a weak, suffering woman, seeking salvation, and Queen 

Victoria's disinterested maternal benevolence is once again underlined: "She smiles upon thee 

through her tears, and looks for aid to England's QUEEN."21 

In the second stanza, Punch's versifier focuses on evoking a mood of praise for England's 

Queen, and accomplishes this through a series of metaphors that tie together the elements that both 

Levy and Crosby argue are fundamental to the delineation of middle-class or bourgeois ideology. 

"Woman," as locus of the emotional world and of such "feminine" sentiments as mercy, is 

featured in the supplication of "India" to Queen Victoria. Her appeal stems from their connection 

20~ere  Punch positions itself as subject, but also as a confident of the Queen. 

21~egular readers of Punch would be familiar with an ongoing critique of the susceptibility of women to religious 
sentiments. 



at the maternal level, a connection revealed in both language and text. "[Nor will she have nursed 

a fond belief in vain" uses the motif of the breast as nourishment, a function utterly distinct from 

the sexualized breast of the "India" figure, who appeals to the maternal sensibility of the monarch 

renowned for her fecundity. Seeking asylum from the uncivilized males of her race, "India" 

yearns to be "no longer a victim and a prey" of the lascivious males of her race, of the despots and 

the rajahs whose interests do not lie not with the moral and physical health of their subjects, but 

with the fulfillment of the desire for power. Indian resistance to British rule is trivialized here by 

sexualizing Indian claims for political power. Queen Victoria's authoritative maternity is referred 

back to in the final metre-"She will be governed for her goodM-as are the child-like qualities of 

the s;bjugated "India." 

"India" becomes further infantilized in the final stanza, which begins "Too long 

neglected," invoking a metaphor familiar to many Victorians-that of the abandoned, neglected 

child. Again, politics dissolve into the realm of affective, melodramatic language, in which a 

happy ending for the story and for history depend on the central figure of the virtuous woman, but 

at the same time industrial progress is rhetorically linked with timeless virtues: "At thy hands, 

benignant culture she requires." The Queen, as a primary locus of moral, if not divine powers, 

lavishes cures of "irrigated lands, [alnd iron roads and lightning-wires." Communications and 

transportation provide the therapeutic infrastructure necessary to introduce the deprived and 

depraved "India" into the healing light of rationality and modernity. English pragmatism, usually 

the butt of Punch's witticisms, becomes privileged as a tonic for "1ndia"'s ills when juxtaposed 

with the other alternative of religious sanctimony as practiced by missionaries. Queen Victoria 

becomes metaphorically aligned with the new secular moral rigour of the middle classes,22 

wherein virtue could be measured by one's actions, one's measure of success, and not by one's 

22~here is not the scope here necessary to fully document the English people's perception of the Queen as roponent 
of Christian values, but a least one En lish cleric of the em invoked her name in the name of decency and '%mily 
values". For instance, in 1860, a sheffield Anglican minister Samuel Eamshaw defied the church's solemn 
condemnation of such pleasures as theatre-going by invoking the Royal Family who, in his words, "openly do the 
ve thin s which the arbiters of reli ious o inions and models of Christian practice have onounced meconcilable 
wix a reEgious state of mind." ~ee%amuef)~arnshaw. The Tradition of the Elders (She fF leld, 1860). 



station within the Church. By 1858, Queen Victoria had come to epitomize such values, and we 

have seen how the ILN took pains to identify the Royals as a Christian family unit. 

"The Accession of the Queen of India" gushes with such middle-class "mythologies," 

some of them contradictory. To reiterate, let us use the concept of displacement or sublimation to 

address that which is being semiotically purged from the Queen to reappear as the otherness on 

"India." Remember, however, that this image contains at least two layers of representation-if it 

is clear the Queen Victoria represents Britain and that the other female figure symbolizes India, it 

may not be so evident that the characterization of one nation as inferior to the other relies on their 

gendered identities. Queen Victoria here stands not only for "Englishness" and the values of 

indu'strial capitalism, but also for that set of "family" values on which its national identity 

depends. It is fruitful then to ask what it is that must be eradicated from the representation of the 

Queen in order to semiotically subordinate "India." Where exclusion occurs, there must always 

be an inverse construction taking place elsewhere-in this case, Punch builds the notion of 

"India" based on a notion of what Queen Victoria, and therefore, England, is not. 

I noted earlier that this image fragments the sign "woman" into relative terms of high and 

low value. This fragmentation provides the logic for both middle-class hegemony as well as the 

subordination of women within that group. The foundation of "virtue" for the English middle- 

class can be detected in the distinctions between "India" and Queen Victoria. The primary contrast 

that can be made between the two figures, insofar as they are female, is that "Lndia" contains 

sexuality for the purpose of male pleasure whereas the body of Queen Victoria is self-contained, 

autonomous and replete with an unselfconscious fecundity. The Queen's power derives from her 

maternity and not her sexuality, whereas the bare-legged "India"'~ value is compromised by the 

uncontained sexuality of her body.23 "1ndia"'s apologetic stance does not alter the fact that her 

:3~n the nineteenth-century, such a spectacle would have been viewed as nothing short of scandatous, for even the 
loose" women of the demi-mondaine covered their legs in public. 



virtue, at least in her present form, is i r re t r ie~able .~~ What it does signify, however, is "1ndia"'s 

desperate need for the civilizing influences of British colonization and the respectability that its 

middle-class values can bestow upon her. 

In Victorian England, active or assertive female sexuality had to be seen to be diverted 

from the bodies of middle-class women to the women of other classes, races and ethnic groups. 

Sex and the bourgeois woman were antithetical concepts, and middle-class sexuality was relegated 

to the private realm of the home, as outside of politics. Unbridled sexuality, as any decent person 

could see in the plight of the Irish and the Indian peoples, contributed to the perceived chaos that 

characterized the poor and the primitive, and that threatened the social "hygiene" of the working 

classes. This amputation of sexuality from the political sphere depended in reality and rhetorically 

on the domesticity of the women of the hegemonic group. The subject of sexuality could not be 

avoided, in that any group needs to reproduce to survive, and so middle-class women's sexuality 

needed to be represented, but only in ways that either implicitly or explicitly reiterated their 

subordination to men. A most successful motif was that of "woman as mother," wherein 

motherhood requires an expertise with transcendent emotions and an absolute elision of the sexual 

act and the power relations that precede the condition of motherhood. By emphasizing the 

maternal virtues of the semi-allegorical Queen Victoria, England is constructed, in the moment of 

reading the text "Congratulations to the Queen" and looking at the image of "The Accession of the 

Queen of India," as the apolitical benefactor to the underprivileged and vulnerable Indian state. 

This has been an analysis of just one image that appeared in a periodical devoted to 

laughter and the comic, and not to serious politics. But it is precisely the serious tone, the 

"common-sensibility" of the verse, that supports my contention that Punch and the ILN took part 

in the construction of a middle-class consciousness. They did the intellectual labour, a form of 

cultural work essential to establishing political and social hegemony, one Gramsci deemed 

%e motif of the once-emt, now-repentant woman reappears frequent1 in the novels and periodical fictions of the r early-to-mid-Victorian period. Some such "anti-heroines' are Nancy in 0 iver Twist, and Dorothea in Middlenuzrch. 



essential to social hegemony: "...the supremacy of a social group manifest itself in two ways, as 

'domination' and as 'intellectual and moral leadership'. A social group dominates antagonistic 

groups, which it tends to 'liquidate', or to subjugate perhaps even by armed force."25 Certainly 

the threat of armed force is being played down in this image, although the figure of "India" seems 

to invite an armed intervention on her behalf should more peaceful measures fail. In Gramscian 

terms, it is far more effective, at least in terms of consolidating the middle-class ideology, to 

position England as a leader, and a benignant one at that, that is seen to bestow its culture, both 

material and ideological, on needy "others." This endowment of money and thought culture on 

"India" is presented as a beneficent act of sacrifice and compromise, as if India "herself" had 

entreked England for such "leadership." Images of Queen Victoria conflate political and moral 

leadership, wherein the icon of nineteenth-century middle-class maternity serves also as the icon 

of British colonialism. 

This extract from Punch illustrates Grarnsci's characterization of the nature of hegemony 

as both economic and "ethical-political."26 While he privileged the economic elements of 

hegemony, other writers have shown how essential gender distinctions are to class and race 

hierarchies in the nineteenth century. We have seen in the images "Reception of the Chinese 

Family at Osborne" and "The Accession of the Queen of India" how economic and political 

aspects of British rule in India are obfuscated by an emphasis on Christian morality, especially 

within the realm of innate maternal love. For periodicals like Punch and the ILN, Queen Victoria 

provided a far more effective purveyor of the national identity and imperialism than did old 

Britannia. This purely allegorical figure would still be trotted out as a sign of righteous English 

might, especially in times of war and in the face of clearly-defined "enemies," but the Queen could 

be used to justify the material exploitation of her own and other peoples. Although it was only in 

25~ramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks, pp. 57-58. 

26~ramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks, p. 161. 



the latter part of her reign that she became characterized as the "Great Mother," construction of this 

representational rubric of maternity was well under way in the years preceding her widowhood. 

Summary 

On December 14, 1861, the Prince Consort died following a brief illness, and the bulk of 

imagery in the weeks that followed focused on his life and accomplishments. The ILN devoted an 

entire supplement to his memory, and Punch paid its respects by omitting images and text critical 

of the monarchy. No one wondered at the Queen's mournful retreat from public life, for her 

devotion to her husband was well-documented, and it would be some time before the press began 

to question her prolonged absence.27 Over the years, Punch would continue to point out the more 

surreal aspects of the reign of an increasingly dated and uningratiating sovereign. As always, the 

ILN would be there to stand in her stead, defending all that England and the British Empire in 

their ongoing rhetorical protection and projection of the widowed Queen's images. Whenever her 

rule threatened to become meaningless, a combination of accident and design worked to transform 

representations of the Queen into a new foundation for national identity and corporate profit.28 

While the historical specificity of the English, nineteenth-century, middle-class family29 

prohibits any sweeping generalizations about the Victorian ideology of "separate spheres," it is 

clear that by 1861 it had become deeply embedded within notions of "common sense." To 

distinguish themselves from the supernatural (and thereby irrational) inflection of the Roman 

Church, the institutions of the English Church and the Evangelical Chapel alike tended to focus on 

a rational morality that lent itself to the daily business of secular life. "Duty" was an oft-used 

27~eintraub, Queen Victoria, p. 324. 

28~ssassination attempts and apvemsing qmpai ns both had the effect of im tin the importance-of the monarchy 
into the collective psyche of Vlctonan soclety. tee Thomas Richards. The aif Cubure of Vletorian England: 
Advertising and Spectacle, 1851-1914 (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford Umvers~ty Press, 1 90). 

29~or the tracking of the growth of the middleclasses thou h the lens of families and the gender relations that 
mediated them, see Leqnore DaGdoff. and Caeerine Hall, #atnib Fortunes: Men and Women of the English Middle 
Class, 1780-1850 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987). 



byword, and the assured route to the progress of the individual soul and the nation, manifested by 

embracing one's role in the great division of labour that would lead to heaven on earth . Now, 

instead of appealing to old theological arguments as to their propensity to evil and soulessness, 

women were argued to be too intellectually and morally frail to withstand the rigours and dangers 

of public life.30 The Victorian ideology of the sexual division of labour situated women's duty 

within the walls of the Victorian home, where, by virtue of her "natural" maternal calling, she 

laboured with love to maintain the moral and physical condition of her world-weary, bread- 

winning husband. It was a husband's and father's duty to do perilous battle in the arena the 

capital-based economy, and so provide status and a good living for the fragile beloved and their 

childien. Home, the domestic sphere, required the containment of a morally-sound woman within 

it to stave off the pollution of the outside world.31 

This is the myth of the middle-classes, and the myth upon which strict gender and class 

lines rely in a capitalist society-yet I am not suggesting that it in any way mirrored social reality 

or total complicity on the part of individual women. Women resisted their containment within 

domestic spaces, and many leapt at the chance to participate in public life. In 1848, the Queen's 

College for Women was established, and in 185 1, Harriet Taylor anonymously published "The 

Emancipation of Women" in the Westminster Quarterly Review. Punch's ongoing cartoon 

commentary (figs. 35,36)32 on the phenomenon of American "Bloomerism" show how difficult it 

was for such innovative women to be taken seriously, and underline the social tension 

surrounding some women's attempts to transcend gender roles. 

3 0 ~ y  1851, the migration of Irish to English cities in the face of the Great Famine necessitated an extensive 
restructurin of the Roman Catholic Church to meet ther needs. A Papal Bull issued m 1851, appointing Cardinal 
Wiseman "kchbishop of Westminster," divided England into twelve new dioceses. Wiseman could not resist a loud 
roclairning of a Catholic restoration, precipitating an uproar in Parliament and public opinion. See St. Aubyn, Queen 

b c m - i a ,  p. 310-31 1. 

3 1 ~ h e  material basis for these general arguments about middle-class ideology can be found in Davidoff and Hall, 
Family Fortunes . 



Queen Victoria's privileged position was unlike that of any other woman in the world, and 

yet she too suffered the consequences of middle-class culture which expected "selflessness" from 

women in an age of self-assertion. Representations of the Royal Family as the epitome of the 

normative English family served to obfuscate the contradictory power relations in her personal life 

that arose from her dual role as Queen and wife, ruler and ruled. An entry from her journal in 

1852 reads, 

Albert grows daily fonder and fonder of politics and business, and is so 
wonderfully fit for both - such perspicacity and such courage - and I grow 
daily to dislike them more and more... We women, if we are to be good women, 
feminine and amiable and domestic, are not fitted to reign, at least it is contre 
gr6.33 

Theimages in middle-class periodicals between 1841 and 1861 show a concerted effort by the 

press to properly align the gender roles within the Royal family, and it is undoubtedly the success 

of Albert's self-assertion in cultural affairs that turned the tide of public opinion in his favour. As 

Victoria increasingly receded into the political background, Albert would continue his active 

engagement in the social reform of the public arena until his death in 1861. The coverage of the 

Royal Family during and after the Great Exhibition in 185 1 had "naturalized" the German Prince 

Consort so that he was now seen to rule in the English castle, at least, if not in the British Nation. 

The fact that Victoria came to be viewed as a mere figurehead only enhanced the natural meanings 

contained in representations of her. Had she been seen as a political power, none of these 

meanings would have appeared to be "natural." 

The theme of social and political harmony underlaid the mythology of monarchy that was 

invoked so often in the early years of the ILN. Even Punch's satirical jabs at the Royal Family 

served to reinforce their iconographic status as a family first, and a political institution second, but 

this is not surprising when we see both these periodicals as taking part in the articulation of 

Victorian realism. For both Punch and the I L N ,  the social, political, sexual, racial, and economic 

3 3 ~ t .  Aubyn, Queen Victoria, p. 219. 



order depended on a division of physical and moral labour that found its most basic units in the 

modem middle-class family. Representations of Queen Victoria served a dual purpose of unifying 

her subjects, while on the other hand acting as a means of categorization between the socially 

superior and inferior.34 

The purely physical force of the "rule of the fathers" that had governed social relations for 

centuries was antithetical to nineteenth-century notions of reason and self-discipline that justified 

democratic claims for the individual autonomy of males of the rising middle-class.35 The ideal of 

the middle-class family represented in miniature the desired social division of labour and power 

necessary to the march of progress and British imperialism. Images of Queen Victoria served 

disci&inary purposes, although their meanings could be read in numerous ways, and feminists 

often pointed to Victoria as proof of women's political ~apacity.3~ Behind these images, the 

authorial intent of the illustrated press was mediated by many actors, including owners, editors, 

writers, artists, the Queen, and readers of the middle-class press. Profits were made when these 

agents invoked the Queen's image, a mutable sign grounded in the mortal body of a feminine 

sovereign. These representations of maternity, signifying the trope of congenial domesticity, 

were invoked as if they had the power to harmonize the potential chaos of a stratified society and 

to naturalize the politics and economics of British Imperial practices. On the other hand, early 

representations of Queen Victoria centred increasingly on a motif of maternity that would sustain 

her popular acceptance, at home and abroad, in the latter decades of her long reign. The words of 

the cataloguer, John Tallis, express most eloquently the role of the Queen in the year of the 

34~lse Hayden, Symbol and Privilege: The Ritual Context of British Royalty (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 
1987), p. 2. 

- 35~or  an excellent overview of the intellectual and religious crisis of the nineteenth century, a crisis that involved the 
toppling of reli ious authori m the face of scientific and democratic ractices, see Walter Houghton, The Victorian 
Frame of ~ i n c f  1830-1870&ew Haven: Yale Unwerslty Press, 195%. 

3 6 ~ t  least at the be inning of her reign, before she had become a matron and mother, there is evidence that some 
English women he& her up as an example of women's political acumen. See Disaeli's early political novel Sybil for 
a fictionalized account of such sentiments. 



Crystal Palace and the Great Exhibition, just as they captures the essence of the representational 

rhetoric of the first twenty years of her imagery in the middle-class press: 

"And now rapidly congregated on British Ground the representatives of the 
different nations, with their respective productions and wares, who had been 
invited to take their place in the great industrial mart, one of the avowed objects of 
which was to draw all the families of the civilized world together, in bonds of 
amity, for their mutual benefit and enlightenment ... to give the rest of the world its 
chance, the British Colonies had their assigned space; every zone of the earth and 
every temperature beneath the sun, received the command to exhaust their riches 
and lay them at the feet of ~ ic to r ia .3~  

This thesis has focused on the contingency and interdependence of three key historical 

elements in Victorian England-the relatively new primacy of gender differences, the emergence 

of a njddle-class media, and the transformation of the monarchy. While representations of Queen 

Victoria contributed to the construction of the nineteenth-century stereotype of the "angel in the 

house," the historical moment mediated these images and the mode of representation. An 

essential element of my main thesis rests precisely on this fact, that definitions of gender, or for 

that matter of monarchy, are never fixed, no matter how sturdy the ideology that produces them. 

3 7 ~ e e  John Tallis, Tallis' History and Description of the Crystal Palace, and the Exhibition of the World's Industry in 
1851 (London: Tallls, 1852), vol. 1, p. 15. 



Appendix 

Images of Queen Victoria 
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. 
THE ROYAL RED BIDING ' HOOD,. ' 
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j - A ROYAL NURSERY RHYXE FOR 1860. 
"Thorn I& n Royal Lndy that lived in n shoe, 

She had so many children she didn't know what to d9." 





THE IY RITTBG LESSON. 





sod hang me If there r m l ' t  annther man In hla nlghtum and drrxrinpFrn. 
r.rrLko~ out d 111- w!ldnx. an6 hgcing the d r i h  to " np nl ihc dmr at r i g h i  and 
~ ~ ' ~ i I  bot rawr." ) nro tell* mr  tber are rewlarl, k t  nttt b r  the night nr *el; 

~h.1 be rnw pl*rrrda, with " Ld@p k s Slng.lc Yan,'nn R role 'ruck ou; LT a 1 l . n ~ .  "One l b d  ln Let h r n ~  from Un windm of a m a n ~ l l n n l l g  rw: I a u p w  people w l ~ o  h a w  no objectlo. ro r double-bcddrd mom, & -nt. 
& 1. cbr o m o l h u .  4 o'&l- We bnve Jurt m e  fInm the m a t  ehaming drive in t%e Park. Wott-12 R. 

ru m a 1  a s lmwd;  tile Anbr, with their dmsmlrrim, rxcited a p d  deal cf rt tmtwu: a .  
the Snwaub nl  B.nb%lum war one blare o t j c r ~ ~ l s .  on the largest elrphrnt I ever .;n.. 1 
l*.$nnden r e r e  oul, l a  their reindeer elmi*. TIwy ep1.e.r r Illnpid I I R ~ J ~  bw tlhc 0, cr . 
L**:utiullr. I unnot1.y the Chine* r p p r  an me r t  horn* on horsebeci. 0 0 l  Tn$rit. 
friends. I am wmy t o n ? ,  h a r t  ~ X I I  lxket~ up br the Polim fur thmring  the jenrd. . I d i t  



THE EX-USPROTECTED FENALE, UKDER THE UNlTED INFLUENCE OF A Sl'ROXG-blll,'~u 
FREKD, AND THE LXSULTS OF 31R. J O N E S ,  D I S P L A Y S  SYMPTOMS OF BLOOMERISJI. 

S~SE.-The Back Pcrlour in Great Coram Sfreel. Time-October, 1S51. 1 
The EX-~SPBOTPCTED FEKALE cUcocered in t&-LtP:e rill 1 1 1 ~ s  

RV -?, a most w p i w  and very sfronq.mindcd ccomon, setfling rnto 
the forties, and owning to tlir/y.siz, with a long nose, a lovd voiy, a 
large Je001, a d  a general b~niness o hid, l u f f  of enfhwiasnr for 

6x8 d w o r n  for conzentionoLies.' 

piss Runt (rising). And now, my dear Mas. J o s ~ s ,  I nnst  really be 
gome 

The Er.Vnprolecfcd. Oh, don't say SO MISS R c s ~ ! .  JOSES nil1 be in 
to tea directly; and he is always so &id to see you. Tqu know Le 
4oes so admire your c~n~ersat ion.  He eays SOU talk 'ust l t e  a man- 
1 think it is--or like a book. I 'm not quite sure. k o r ,  do mt down 
anot.l~er fire minules. 

X u x  Runt (with modest srl/.comciousnus, and sitling doton again). 1 
never could see, my dear htw. Joxrs, why woman should not talk like . . . . 
man. 

The olecfed. So I've often said to Joses, when be r i l l  bare 
the last a o r h  

Hiss Runt. Or why roman sLould submit t o  man. in neneral. ss sLe , .. 
does. 

T k  Er.~npoIcctcd. So I a l ra j s  sap to XR. J., ahen he will have 
his own %av. 

. ~ U S  Rwh (proudly). I hare made a point of never submitting to the 
other sex. Urn. Joxts. 

The Er-~wrolccfed (with o dim :me that t h t  mu? not be al/ogefher 
uttribuiobk to MISS RUST). Well, my dear. 1 didn r for a long time; 
but there 's no knowinn what r a p  come. 

- 

Y u s  Runt (with virgin dignify). blm. JOSES. 1 beg you will not con- 
ceive the possibilitv of mv changing mv condition. 

The Ex-Uaprotchd. OL no! my d e k  : I don't t i d  it 's the least 
likely. 

MLU R d .  The positionof uomm is deplorabloin this country, I 
alould s a y f o r  1 underrtaad it's very different in America 

The Ex,-Uap~tecfed (clasping her Am&. 011 ! 1 'm told it 'a dreadful 
there, m t l  the bowle-knrres, and Greek Slares, and picklocks, and 
things. D~3.t  tab to me of America, there's a dear ! 

.?fiss Runt (rccaifing the EX.UNPROTECTED to  tk po 
roman in t.hat. country. I 'm told. they bare institut 
emale gymnsstm, and public meetlozs, a t  which worn 

hudience ; and what 1s the consequence P A woman 
herself from one end of the Un~ted States t o  the otber 
best places in the coaches, and the best cabins in the steamh 

you onlr knew- 
.vim k n l  [breakiw id. Yu:  and it's our o m  faults. Wh14 - .  

we combine ? . 
The &-Unprotected. Why, yon see, mv dear, we always d 
Xias Runl (kcoming ezcitcd, and rnnn&g off into #ria&. f ~ b ,  dc 

not unite, act, and y i t a t e  P Fmt, there's our education v i e d  
moral p\wsieal, and int.ellectoal. 

3'h; ~ z : U n  rotecfed (kindling at MISS Rvr?~'s jre) .  Oh, it's drodq 1 At the schoof where I was, we had always necks of mutton, md ! 

half enough-and #ch chilblains as I had; 
Niss Runt ( o m n d t n g  MRS. J.'I rcAwl.&p grie~ance~). Then ih 

our position in  society-viewed as nrioate, socisl, and political. 
?'+ Er-Unprofecfed (with c p d  warnrth). Not aUowed to b m  a 

oplnlon of one's o m ,  scarcely, about aha t  there's to be for droq . . 
eien- 

Nidr Runf. Then there's our dress, ~ i r r e d  as sanitary, e c o n d  
and testhetic. 

The Ez-Unprotected (who lac ncwr v r c d  &-T drua in tbd 4 
kfore). 3stL-ahat? 1s i t  a r ew French stuR my dear ?- 



f - 
* '-SCENE PROM A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM. 
-i , , 
;I . .  

f i z v  ,$ .: (As Performed at Windsor Castle.) 
'j-!; Ynrwr, Qmrr cn ma P u m s  . . . . lies U-a-arr. 

.'& ' Dorror . . .,. .,; , ET C E ~ X P A L  ! ~ I S N A X A G I . ~ I I ~ .  
$2; . L I _ .\. 

l- - 
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fig. 23 





fig. 25 



fig. 26 



fig. 27 

HER MAJESTY, as She Appeared on the FIRST of MAY, 
Surrounded by " Homble Conspirators and Assassins." 



fig. 28 

62 PUNCH, OR THE - LONDON CHARIVARI. --- 
' .  . 

, - NURSERY EDUCATION REPORT.-NO. i . . .  .;,... '....: . . (.. Y .  . ' . . 
' - - :  . '  

: T ~ I E  ROYAY . ~ ' H Y ~ H ~ ~ , I C A L . A L P H A D E T ,  
:. . . ... 1: .: T o  k raidor rung by ,+ Infant p r i n c c ~ ~ .  
; . , ,. :.., ':+.::a$..:.Ai ;.:, ' ' .-. 

. . . . - . -  .. ,, , . -.- 3 ;.,, a ,.:.. :.::.'.,+:-..-..: 

beginneth E N G L A N n 
that $anteth the sup 
plies ; 
. 3 ,  

doth stand for I? ~o 

n E I G,N E R S, w11oin : 
should patronize; 

doth stand for GOLD- 
godd gold !-for whick 
m'an freedom barters ; 

H beginneth RONORS- 
. that is, ribbons, star4 

6 -  . 
. and garters; 

. 1 'stands for my INCOME 
. (several thousandpounds 

per ann.) ; 

3 , s tands  for J o  H N  N Y  

*;I: ' B ULL, a soft and &sy 

d r .  
. , :? .kind of man ; 

1 r . .. L - 
. , beginneth KING, who 

- , rules the land by tc right 
divine ;" 

L's for MRS. LILLY, who 
1 \;as once anurseof mine. 

( I  

M h e g i n n e t h h f ~ ~ ~ o u ~ ~ ~ ,  
who rules the mast  and 
State; 

N stands for a NOBLEJIAN; 
who's ahcays good and 
great. 

0 is for the OPERA, that 
I should only grace ; 

p stands for the PENSIOX 
LIST, for "servants out 
of place." ' -' 

Q ' s t h e Q ~ ~ r ~ m n ' s S a ~ ~ n y ,  
for which true patriots 
long ; 

. . 
0 R ' s  for M~'~-'.ATsEY, who 

taught Ine this' pretty 
song ; 

S stands for the SPEECU, &b . . which Mammy ~emni: > to say; . i 
T doth stand for TAXES,! 

which the people ought 
to pay; . 4: 

1 
U'S firfor the UNI& Wons. j 

HOUSE, which horrid i 
paupers shun ; I 

; 
f 

V is for VICTORIA, " the: 
Bess of forty-one ;* . I 

I 

w stands for W A ~ ,  tb j  
:: V noble . game" which' 

i . Monarchs play; . i 
1 X is for the TI~EBLE X-. 

. Lilly drank three tirn.li 
. a  day; . I 

I 

! 
And 2 ' s  for the WISE 

HEADS, who admire rd 
I say. 
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fig. 31 - --- 

JOHN BULL'S IDOL! 



fig. 32 



fig. 33 



-- fig. 34 
. . - 

PUXCII, OR TIlE LOB1)OW CNARIVAR~.-SEPTEYDEK 'll,'lS58, 

THE ACCESSION OF THE QUEEN OF INDIA. 





fig. 36 

PUNCH, OR ?'Ill< LOSPON CHARIVARI. - .  
3 

A 

____Z - 
- .--. --- 

WOMAN'S EMANCIPATION. 

5 @k a s t o  renlise the considerable difliculty that the natives 
of thL o eonn are like to have in utimatin the rapid progress of 
i d w  on td subjects among us, the. hng~o-Iaron? of the Western 
World Mind travels mth us on n rat]-car, or a hgh-pressure river. 
bat .  pe,smga e d  sa era of p+3ice.  which render so dangerous 
the nrrlgat~o? of b e ' s x ' g h t y  nrer  whose water-power hss toppled 
over tbue gaatgmwths of the world without be in^ able to detach 
thun from the congwid mud from which they draw theu nutriment 
a n  dmhcd wide or run d o m  in the hendlon~ career of the united 

m d  to utter Eer soul from the latrorm, by the side of the g i i d  
Pox or the inmorlat PEABODY. L& t b s  in these 0111 countries is the 
peculiar privilege of man as op sed to woman. The female b con- 
signed to the slavish d u b s  of t E  +use. I n  America the degrading 
cares of the household are com aratlvely unknown to our sex. The 
American @e ?sides in a boar&nthouq and, consigning the petty 1 cares of dally kfe to the helps of t e esta Iishment, enjoys lelsure for 

1 hiiher purs+ts, and can follow her vast aspirations upwards, or in my 
ot er duect~on. - - - -- - - . - - 

S k t u  mind. 
r e  kngh to scorn the dimgen of popular effervescence. Oar 

dmightpbrowed and carernous-eyed statesmen pit, heroically, on the 
de tpvdve ,  md the mighty ark of our past Empue of the West moves 
on at a prmsun on the square inch whlch would rend into shiver8 the 
rotten boiler-plates of your outworn states of the Old World. 

TO use a phrue, which the r e b e d  manners of our ladies hare 
banished from the drawinproom, m d  !he d o o n  of the boarding- 
h o u r  we go r h d  dnd our regress is the progreu of all-not of 
high and bw, (or w e h q e  a b o d e d  the odious distinct~on-but of PL., 
woman, and ebrld, each u his or her several spbere. 
Our hables are preternaturally sharp, and hlghl J independent from 

the cradle. The bigh-souled @encan. boy will not submit to be 
whipped at d o o L  That p u h m e n t  IS con6red to negmw and the 
lower t+ds. 

But i t  IS among mr rex-amon women-(for I am a wqmqn, and 
my name is THEODOSIA B o w x u  8-13, of Boston, U. S.. P n m . ~  of 
the Homeopathic and Collegiate Thpmsonirn Institute for der oping 

democratic pst~taciona it ia our pridege to kre under. 

the f e d e  mind in.th+t intellectual city)-that the r t r p  er m y  redue 
in th molt c+merny manner the p r o g ~ s ~ o n d  mf~uencm of the 

An hmency f y n a t f o r  I do not h e  the term M y ,  which 8ugge.d~ 
the oatworn dutmctlons of feudalum-. travel done fmm one end 
of the S h k s  to the other-from the majutlc watera of Nlspara to the 
mystic banks of the Yellow-stone, or the rolling prairies of.Texu. The 
Amencan female dehvera l e c h r e 4 t s  newspapers, and ~ ~ r n ~ I a r  organs 
of opinion, which exert eo mighty r levenge on the nationd mind of 
oar g m t  people--b privileged to become r martyr to her principles, 

We are e&ci ating ours~lves, arnon other badges of the darev.ot 
feudalism, from t i e  inconvexuent drew of the European female. With 
man's function-., we have asserted our right to his grub and especially I 
to that pnrt of it which invests the lower extremities. k i t h  t h s  gna t  1 
pymbol,we have ndopted olhen-the hat, the cigar, the paletot or round 
jacket. hnd it is generally calculated that the dress of the Eman- , 
+led Americm female is quite pretty,-a, becomlng in all pouts as 1 
l t  E mapb md independent. I endow a drawing made by m gifted 
fellow-utuen. ~ F ~ A S E X  TABBOX, of Boston. U. S., for t i e  Free / 
J V . M . a  Banner, a yiodical under my.~pnduct, aided by screral giRed I 

women of & n o a l e  ged proguslve o mom. 
I a p p  to m i  siatus of the Old l$orld, with confidence, for their 

I 
sympat y and t ,ek ~untennnce  in the struggle in which we rue 
engnged, m d  whch wffl soon be found monk tbem also. For I feel 

I 
thnt I hare a miss~on ncross the broad Atlantic, and the steamers are 
now running at reduced fans. I hope to rear the standard of Female 
Emvlcip+ion on the roof of the Cryst$ P+a? in London Hyde Park. 
Empty m t  may sneer at its form. whch u b~furca?. And why not ? 
bfdaqm~ warred under .the Petticoat of hi1 wlfe KADIGA. The 
+qcy fcmaie Emancipist mnrchm on h u  holy war under t k  dm- 1 
t~ngulshln me* of her huband. In the. compclrtment devoted to I 
the u n i t e 8 . r  t a l a  m ?our Ex osition, my sulsten of the old count 1 may see t k  banner by the s i 8  of a nnifonn of female freedom,-sux 
u my drawmg represents -the p r b  of mart dom for a month; the 
trappings of triumph for niI crgu of the f u t u n f  

T~~owsu E. Bnxc, MA., 
M.C.P., +.A=, K.L.Y., k c ,  kc., (ofBoston, U.S.). 
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